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In preparation for the
OYC Championships
today and Saturday, the
men's and women's
track teams hosted the
annual MSU Twilight
Sarurday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
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The Murray State theater and
dance department presents
"Geometric Relationships"
tonight and Saturday night at
7 in the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre.
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ISO president-elect
plans new activities
BY MARCI OWEN
NEWS EDITOR

The International Student
OrganiLation' s pre~ident
elect wants to forge new
troditions while building
upon old ones.
Abdulla Elbannan, junior
from England. sa1d while
maintaining the traditions
such as the International
Bazaar nnd the lntemation·
al Buffet, he would like to
create an additional ISO
event.
''A mixture of a talent
show or something like that
where international students from difft:rent countries will come and perform
either something traditional
or something non·traditional, whatever they want."
Elbannan said.
F.lbannan, an engineering
phy:.k~> and computer sci·
ence:. double major who
was born in F:gypt, said by
offering new activities and
events. he hopes to be able
to attract more students.
"A lot of international
tudents don't renlly care
about the fntemtttiQJlal Stu·
dent Organization becau~
the ISO doesn't really have
much to offer them,"
Elhannan said. "Well, I
want to try to offer them
something that makes them

"You have to pay a shutcare. Whatever it is. just try
nnu make it more fun to tle fee to get to Nashville;·
them: that way they'll Elbannan said...I want to
care."
reduce that. Getting more
Elhannan, the Murray scholarships. it's going to
Stute women's rugby team be hard to do. but I still
coach, said he did not want to take a shot at it.
bc:come involved in JSO Maybe I will get some·
whc:n he first c:une to the thing. Maybe I won 'L, but at
University because he did least I would have tried."
Elbannan said after grad·
not understand what the
uation, he would like to
organization was.
"ln order for me to do stay in the United States
something good, I have to and get his masters and
understand it,"' Elbannan possibly his doctorate.
"I like it here (United
-.a1d. "I can'tjust do it with·
States)." Elbannan said.
out undc:r~tanding it."
U nfnrtunately, most stu- ..f'll probably want to stay...
dents here do not know
Mike Basile. Institute for
what the ISO is, Elbannan International Studies direc·
tor. said the presidency corsaid.
"To me the ISO is what relates with the purposes of
should make the difference the ISO. which exist<; to
(between me and the aver- serve international stu·
age :.tudent). •· Elbannan dents.
:;nid. "The ISO's draw
Basile said responsibili·
should be :o make us (inter- ties of the ISO president
national students) feel at include providing students
home."
with a forum to express
Elbannan said he would their views while organizlike lO do several things to ing organize activities.
make all students. not ju!;t
Students interested in
international, aware of learning more about the
what the ISO does.
ISO can e-mail banana"Publicity. fund raising man4u@hotmail.com or
and helping out the com· phone 762-2965.
munity in any way we can,''
Said Basile: "The ISO is
Elhannan said.
a good opportunity for stuElbannan said there are dents to get involved with
more specific issues he the community on and off
would like: to tackle,
campus."

Security plan to improve
BY LOREE STARK

..

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Eight months after the
events of Sept. II, state and
federal officials are working
continuously on plnns to
improve homelanu security.
Ray Nelson. director of the
office for security coordina·
tion for the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. said his position
was created post 9-1 I. Legislation was enacted. and Nelson wn ... offered the job and
appointed by the governor.
"The biggest thing 1 do is to
cot1rdinate and integrate all
the homeland security js~;ues
within state government inter·
face with federal agencies and
private indwmy. as well a:. liasioning with the Washington

office of homeland security,"
Nelson said.
Nelson said it was hard to
say huw well Kentucky would
handle a local terrorism crisis
because of the variety of situations with which the state
could be faced.
"There's so many different
types of threats... Nelson said.
"We are under-prepared in
some areas. One of the biggest
areas is the bioterrorism
arena. There's a lot of work
going on right now, working
with different federal agencies
a.-. well as all of the. different
medical facilities to enhance
our public health system.''
Nelson said first-responder
capabilities need to be
enhanced. and there is also
legislation being worked on

that addresses homeland security concerns. Nelson said
there has been much interest
in homeland security since
Sept. I I. He said :.pecific
training was done to deal with
situations such as anthrax letters. anti-terrorism, awareness
tactics and procedures for
patrol officers.
"There's different levels of
tasks that need to be
reviewed," Nelson said.
Nelson said most of the
funding right now is coming
from the federal government
through a grant. Six million
dollars was allocated for first
responders. and 15 million
dollars was allocated for
bloterrorism.
"With the new budget Congress is working on right now,

there wall be additional
monies coming to the state."
Nelson said.
Nelson said one way for the
public to help tight terrorism
is to get involved.
"This is not just the gover·
nor protecting its people,"
Nelson said...The people have
to get involved in protecting
themselves. Education is
probably the most important
thing. Learn everything you
can. Get im:olved in the community. Everybody can do
something. You don't have to
join the military to do it
There's emergency response
teamc;, Red Cross, Neighbor·
hood Watch Teams. There's
lots of organizations an indj.
vidual can get involved in to
help."

Rumors of date rape drug
hit Murray State campus
Hardinsburg. said more campus organizations need to get involved by raising
awareness or the drug's dangers .
..As far as I know, we are the only orgaThe fear of date rape drugs is beginning
nization on campus that discusses these
to make its wny around Murray State.
Use of Rohypnol. aka "roofies," has issues.'' Payne said.
been suspected in :;cveral sexual assauh
Other common names for Rohypnol are
ruflies, rophie .... rip. forget pill and mindcases here.
"There have been rumors of the drug erasers.
Nixon suggested that partygoers pay
heing present, but to date, not officially
'ubstantiated," said Larry Nixon. Murray attention to the texture and taste of their
Stale University Police captain. "Unsub- drinks und be wary of accepting pre-puro;tantiated case<: do involve ~ymptoms of chased. open drinks from 1.trangers or
Rohypnol u~e."
ca:;ual acquaintances. He abo warned
Nixon did say it b reasonable to nssume again~! leaving drinks unattended.
Rohypnol i'> not legally available in the
it is here and at other cnmpu~es
Rohypnol comes in pill, powder or liq· United State.... but is used to treat sleep disuid forms and is usually slipped into orders in other countries.
"As a result of Rohypnol abuse. the
drink!i to produce an intoxicated state or
unconsciou ness. The drug. which is I 0 manufacrurer has reformulated the drug to
tllnl·, more potent than Valium. produces make it more detectable." Nixon said.
l>lurrcu speech. loss of coordination and ..When put in a light-colored drink. new
Rohypnol will now tum the drink bright
amnesia.
Acconling to the Mun-uy State Women's blue. Darker drinks will form a cloudy
Center. the person is "dn1gged It> the point appearance. It will also dissolve more
.;,lowly and form solid pieces."
of prJctically or literally passing out."
''There: are no numbers nhout the use of
Use of date rape drugs on the national
date rape drugs on campus, but Yfe have level ha~ grown dramatically since the
seen a rhe in their \be during the pa't few early 1990s. leading to passage of the
years," <>aid Jillian Payne. stuuent coordi· "Drug Induced Rape Prevention and
nator for the Health Education Advocate Punishment Act of 1996" by the United
States Congres,, The law punishes offend·
Team CH.E.A.T.).
Payne, a junior psychology major from ers with up to 20 years of imprisonment.
BY TIM SINIARD
STAFF WRITF.R

A
Little
The ~furray State men's golf teatn walked away from Wednesday's OVC Championship
empty handed. After trailing by just one shot, it headed into the final round and
dropped frotn second place to sixth. See page 14 for more.

Annual Senior Breakfast honors achievements
of graduating seniors, retiring faculty and staff
BY TAYLOR M ARIE EWING
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITO~

Murray State seniors graduating in
May and August, as well a' retiring faculty and staff, were honored for their
nchievement~; at the Senior Breakfao,t
Tue~day.

Dewey Yeatts was master of ceremonies for the event in which faculty
members. dressed in u variety of costumes. served the honorees col"fee.
Yeaus commended the students and
employees on their nchievements and
told them the University would do anything to keep them at Murray State.
"We even built a beautiful white fence
nround the University to keep you in."
Yeatts said.
In his welcoming remarks. University
President F. King Alexunder congratu·
luted the senior-; on graduation and

reminded them to take their experiences
at Murray State with them on their future
endeavors.
"I'd like to say that this is your University, and with this graduation, you
will take Murray State with you wherever you go... Alexander <>aid. "You are a
part of Murray State. And the faculty and
staff you ..ee hear today are committed to
protecting your investment and committed to mal10g Murray State the best
comprehensive University in the United
States."
Student Government Association President Nikki Key addressed her fellow
graduating seniors with a revised version
of Dr. Seus~· "Oh the Places You'll Go.''
"Murray State molded us into the men
and women we urc today, to take our
place in the world, to give back to our
nation and '>tate." Key said. "So, as we
prepare to leave this warm and comfort·

able place, don't ever forget the roads
that lie ahead and the paths left to take."
In addition to graduating seniors and
retiring University employees. Alexander also was recognized at the breakfast.
In honor of several chickens that
resided at Oakhurst dunng his father's
presidency. Alexander was given two
chicken.; by the "Oakhurst Chicks."
"When [ told my two-year-old and
five-year-old daughter-; that we'd be
moving to Murray. their eyes lit up. and
the first thing they said to me was, 'Can
we move into the chicken house?"'
Alexander said.
Several individual ~eniors were also
honored for their contributions to Murr.ty State. Those honored included outstanding senior man Scott Pile and outstanding ..enior woman Jayme Dunca~
as well as the graduating '>enior ambassadors.
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Drum Corps host clinic,
participate in competition
In conJunction with Murra} State
and the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. Drum Corps
International will pre.~em the program
"Drums Between the Rivers" July 15.
Seven corps will compete at Roy
Stewart Stadium: The Cadets. Phantoml> Regiment, Gla~smen , Colts.
Sp1nt of Jacksonville State Univen.ity,
Southwind and Carolina Crow.
The program will also include a free
clinic for high school bands.
VIP tickets are $25. premium seating is ,$15 and general admis!ooion is
$12. ~or ticket infornlation. contact
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171 by
phone or ill www.murraylink.com.

University to offer courses
for cosmotology students
Murrny State is introdudng two
continuing education courses for cosmetologist. co~mntology instructors
and nail technictans.
The tin;t course, "introduction to
Mu:rosoft Word.'' will be held May
28. The second course, "introduction
to Internet and e-mail," will be held
June 17 Both course~ will be held
from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the
Collins Indu~try & Technology
Buildmg.
The cost of each cOliN! i\ $45.
For more infornlatton or to register,
phone Janeen Winters at the Center
for Continuing Education at 76'2·
3659.

Student Support Services
to hire fall semester tutors
Studenrs Support Services is cur·
rently hiring tulors for the summer

tllll

and fall 2002 seme!tters.
SSS seeks to hire student!> who are
able to tmor in two or more of the
Universlt) Studies courses. with the
highest demand for tutoring in math,
science. English. world civilization
and humanities courses.
Tutoring hours are neJUble and
ba:-ed on the tutor's class schedule
and availability. Juniors and above
with a minimum 3.5 GPA are
encouraged to apply.
For more inforn1ation. go to the
SSS office 10 the TRIO Building.

New phone line willlnfonn
callers about arts events
The College of Humanities and
Fine Arts' new phone ltne 762ARTS infornls callers about events.
concerts. lecture -;enes. poetry readings and exhibits sponsored by the
college.

Faculty Senate ansadation
to honor retiring employee
A reception for Bill Call will be
held from 2 to 3:30p.m May 7 in the
Curris Center dance lounge. Afterward. the Faculty Senate meeting
will convene 10 the Barkley room.
The reception is being held in
honor of Call ' s retirement. Call
worked at Murray State for 33 years.
For more information. contact
Donna Miller by e-ma1l at
donna.miller@murraystate.edu or by
phone at 762-4273.

Commencement events
to take place next week
There will be a meeting of all candidates for degrees from 12:30 to I
p.m. WedncMJay in Lovett Auditorium.
The Commencement Exercises

murray
c;;state

news

and Investiture Ceremony will begin
at 10 a.m. May ll in the Regional
Special Events Center.
Graduates w111 begm lining up at 9
a.m. on the circle.: drive outside
Entrance A.

Cancer survivors receive
$1,000 ACS scholarship
Two Murray State students were
awarded $1.000 ~holaiT>hips by the
American Cancer Society.
Tiffany Sheniwell. freshman from
Hazel. and Amanda Saunders, fresh·
man from Barren County. are both
cancer survivors who received the
award based on financial need, leadership. a~:ademic: achievement and community service.
The award is give to students under
the age of 25 who were diagnosed
with cancer before the age of 21.
Eligible candidates mwa also have a
GPA of 2.5 or greater. be from the
mid-South and be accepted to an
accredited university.
For more information. contact the
American Cancer Society at 1-ROOACS-2345 or www.cancer.org.

Students for Social Justice
aid Alance, Wmen's fAder
Students for Social Justice held a
benefit concert April 26 at Fifteenth
and Olive.
All proceeds went to AIJiance and
the Women's Center.
For more information on Stu·
dents for Social justice, e-mail Ba:ca
Brown at rebecca.brown@murraystate.edu.
Campus Briefly is compiled by
Taylor Marie Ewing, a.1sistant
new.\ editor.

,

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, April 25
12:57 a.m . The Murray Police
Department requested emergency assistance for a fight at
Murray Place.
10:05 a.m. A student on the
crosswalk by Winslow Dining
Hall was hit by a vehicle.
3:20 p.m. An individual in
Springer College was threatened nnd afraid to leave her
room.
3:31 p.m. A caller reported a
female student was being
pursued by a male subject at
Alexander HJII.

..

Friday, April 26
2:51 a.m. Joshua Stewart,
freshman from Louisville,
was arrested for OUT in front
of He~ter College.
3:30 a.m. A lock in Hester
College was super glued.
Campus Police was notified.
4:17 a.m. Harassing communications were reported in
Rt!gents College. A report
was taken and the incident is
under invcsugation
8:35 a.m. An equipment cart
was reported missing from
the Fine Art:s Building. A
report was taken and the inci ·
dent is under investigation.
9:32 a.m. A University staff
member reported a faculty
member was reserving a
parking space at the Applied
Science Building for a third

party.
12:25 p .m. A minor accident
occurred in fron t of Franklin
College.
2:17 p .m . A studen t reported
the windshield of her car was
cracked in the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
8:22 p.m . A John Deere sign
was stolen from Murray
Home and Auto.

Saturday, April27
8:28 a .m . A caller reported an
empty e levator was going u p
and down by itself.
3:32 p .m . An officer advised
that 10 subjects were riding
on the top of a Froggy van on
Poplar Street.
7:05 p .m . A banned subject
was reported on campus. The
subject was escorted home.

Sunday, April 28
2:14 p .m . A caller advised
that her vehicle was broken
into while parked in the
St«:?wart Stadium parking lot.
A report was taken and the
incident is under investiga·
tion .
11:41 p .m . A vehicle was
reported drivin g through the
mall area on campus.

Monday, April 29
9:19 a.m .. Broken g lass was
reported in the General Services parking lot.

Tuesday, April 30
4:43 a.m. Trash was reported
scattered alon g West Farm
Road .
10:42 a.m. A motorcycle
wrecked on 14th Street ncar
Woods Hall.
10:20 p .m . A caller reported
male subjl•cts were having a
water-balloon fight near College Courts.

Wednesday, May 1
12:26 a.m . There was n fireworks complaint at College
Courts.
12:42 p .m. An accident
occu rred on Chestnut Street.
The Murray Police Department was notified .
2:54 p .m. Thert? was a report
of frisbees being thrown from
the windo\vs at Faculty H<lll.
11:24 p .m . A caller reported a
noisy group of people in front
of Elizabeth College.
Motorist Assists-5
Police Escorts-7

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor
Marie Ewing, assistant lll'WS editor.
All dispatched calls'"" not listfd.

''The Murray Sbte News" strives to be the University communi-

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

E-Mail:

9:24 a.m. A subject requested
assistance getting keys out of
a locked locker.
10:15 p .m. A subject reported
his socia l security card and
credit cards were stolen . A
report was taken.

ty's soun:e for inforiMtion.
Our goal is to present that Information In a fair and unbiased
manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on learning environment
for those students
ill ......... or other fields relating

i....,.....

... tile prod...... ~ ............
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance
apprcmtl of copy; and, Its editors should be free to develop their
own editorial and news policies.

thenews@murroystote.edu

Con ratulations to Our Newl Initiated Brothers
Brandon Anderson- Evan
Hipp
.

-

Kevin Shah
~

Da¥iQ Shams

Adam Bittel
Eric McDonald
Matt Mitchell

Jordan Eakin
..

Joe Ebert
Jamus Edwards

Nick Rexing

Douglas Woodson

Dustin Hamlin

Kyle Rhone

Brian Wynn
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Two college students fall
from third-story dorm window

Upset pig helps officers
find suspected drug dealer

ume of messages generated slowed
some systems to a crawl.

Palestinians prepare
release of prisoners

Voters give Musharraf
vote of confidence

HOT SPRINGS. Ark. (AP) When a suspected drug dealer on
the lam tried to hide out in a small
wooden house, the occupant
squealed on him.
Richard Barajas was done in by a
pot-bellied pig.
Agents with the 18th Judicial
District East Drug Task Force were
checking on possible illegaJ drug
activity at a residence when a man
identified as Barajas, 40. of Houston. spotted the officers and fled.
Agent Todd Sanders saw Barajas
jump from a second-Ooor balcony
to the yard below and then jump
over a chain-link fence.
Sanders and agent Cory DeArmon pursued the suspect through
several back yard' before losing
him. That' s when DeArmon
noticed a pig causing a commotion;
Barajas was hiding in his house.
"The pig was not happy at all.''
Sanders said.

Air Force figflter crashes,
pilot feared lost at sea

RAMALLAH. West Bank
(AP) - The Palestinians have
agreed to a detailed plan for
transferring six wanted men
from Yasser Arafat' s compound to a West Bank prison,
pavmg the way for the PaJestinian leader's release from
Ismeli confinement. possibly
by nightfaJI. a Palestinian official said Wedne~day .
At Arafat's headquarters in
the West Bank town of Ramallah. Israeli soldiers were l>een
packing up gear, a<; a convoy of
lJ U.S. and British diplomatic
vehicles. some of them
:1rmored, approached the area.
in apparent preparation for
moving the prisoners from
Ramallah to the West Bank
town of Jericho.
Mohammed Rashid, an
Ararat
adviser
directly
involved in the negotiations.
told The Associated Press that
the six prison~rs were expected
to be moved from Arafat's
headquarters in the West Bank
town of Ramnllnh to the town
of Jericho within ~everal hours.

fSLAMABAD .
Pakistan
(AP) - Military ruler Perve1,
Musharrnf won another five
years as Pakhtan' s president in
a disputed n:ferendum criticized Wednesday as fraught
with gross irregularities and
(iescribed by the country':. key
rights monitoring organization
as a "humiliating fraud."
Asma Jehangir, the representative of the independent
Human Rights Commission of
Pakistan. accused referendum
organizers loyal to the military
government of tolerating widespread cheatmg. including permitting people to vote several
times. Others. she said, were
coerced into voting.
But Information Minister
Nisar Memon described Tuesday' s vote ns "a massive victory for the people of Pakistan."
"They were not affected by
the negath·e propaganda of the
opposition," he said of voters
who cast ballot-.. "The opposition has been summarily rejected, and now 1hey should accept
the verdict of the people."

LEXINGTON (AP) - Two college students
died early Thursday after they fell out of a
third-story window at a University of Kentucky dormitory while horsing around. a
school spokeswoman said.
Jeffery Pfetzer, a 19-year-old freshman.
was pronounced dead at the scene. A Western Kentucky University student, who was
visiting his brother at the 23-story Kirwan
Tower. died later at the University of Kentucky Hospital. His name has not been
relea~-.ed .

"The two males were apparently wrestling
in an open area of the third floor of the dormitory," spokeswoman Mary Margaret Colliver said. "They smacked against a plateglass window, the •window gave out and the
two fell three stories to the ground."
She said sbe didn' t know if alcohol played
a factor in the accident, which happened
around 2:30a.m. The window was a sealed,
double-pane window roughly three-feel wide
and eight-feet tall. It was covered with plywood after the accident.
·'As a parent, you dread that phone call at
2:30 in the morning like I got," said University of Kentucky President Lee Todd. "Your
heart goes out to those two families."
Todd and his wife went to the ~cene to
comfort witnesses.
Univer<.,ity of Kentucky officials are trying
to decide whether to hold a memorial service, Collier said. Many students have left
or will be leaving the campus after th1s week
following final exams, she said.

Kentucky legislators fail to end
stalemate in special session
FRANKFORT (AP) - The Senate and
House failed again to agree on a budget. and
the attorney general 's office said Gov. Paul
Pauon had the authority to run the state without one.
The budget stalemate lasted beyond the
General Assembly's annual session and into
the eighth day of a ~pecial session. The legislature has been late with budgets in lhe past.
most recently in 1994. but has never failed to
pass one before the end of the budget cycle,
which ends June 30.
(f lawmakers end their special session without a budget. they would not get anothl!r cmck
at it unless Pauon ordered a second special
session.

EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE. Fla.
(AP) - An Air Force F-15C Eagle
fighter crashed in the Gulf of Mexico and the Coast Guard widened
its search for the pilot on Wednesday.
The plane based at Eglin, in the
Florida Panhandle. cr..tshcd Tuesday about 60 miles south of Panama City during a weapons testing
flight.
The search wac; expanded to 150
miles offshore because
currents
and the jet's speed, said Coast
Guard Chief Petty Officer Jeff
Murphy in New Orleans. He said
some debris had been found.
There was no indication whether
the pilot was able to eject, said Col.
Dennis Sager, commander of the
46th Test Wing. part of the Air
Force's Air Armament Center at
Eglin.
The pilot was testing a newly
developed air-to-air missile, but the
weapon was w1anned and was not
to be launched, Sanger said.

of

Creator of 'Melissa' virus
will go to federal prison
NEWARK. New Jersey (AP) The creator of the "Melissa" virus
was sentenced Wednesday to 20
month~ m federal pnson for causing millions of dollars of damage
by disrupting e -mail systems
worldwide in 1999.
David L. Smith, 33. pleaded
guilty in December 1999 to a state
charge of computer theft and to a
federal charge of sending a damaging computer program. In the fed eral plea. both sides agreed the
damage was greater than 80 million dollars.
Smith is believed to be among
the first people ever prosecuted for
creating a computer virus. ln court
Wednesday. he called the act a
..colossal mistake."
The Melissa v1rus, which struck
in March 1999, wus disguised as an
e-mail marked •·' important mes~ag~·· from a friend or colleague. It
caused computers to send 50 additional infected messages. The vol-

Man bolts across runway,
airport terminal closes
PORTSMOUTH. N.H. (AP) - A
man wa.; being held after bolting
from police. jumping a fence and
sprinting across the runway at the
Pease International Tradeport
Wednesday morning.
Portsmouth Police Chief Brad
Russ said the man drew the attention of police when he parked his
car in an unusual way around 6
a.m. When an officer asked him to
move it, he bolted for the runway.
where a jet sal.
Russ said the man also threw a
backpack o\er the fence to the runway. He would not say what it contained. but said its contents caused
police some concern. They closed
the Pan Am terminaJ and parking
lot to io;olate the man's car, and at
leac;t one flight to Florida was
grounded.

replaced with a business
leader. then swept back into
power three days later hy loyalist troops and pro-government militants.

French citizens protest
candidacy of Le Pen
PARIS (AP) - More than a
million people demonstrated
peacefully throughout France
on Wednesday against JeanMarie Le Pen. by far the largest
turnout yet against the
extreme-right leader since he
quaJified for Sunday· s presidentiaJ runoff.
Even before a massive
demonstration in Paris reached
its peak. turnout in dozens of
cities across France had
reached
nearly
900.000.
according to the Interior Mini-:;try and media reports. That
number did not take into
account the large Paris protest,
which already had massed
400.000 people and was
expected to grow throughout
the aflernoon .

Attackers fire rocket
at troops in Pakistan

May Day demonstrators
protest globalization Anti-Chavez protesters
LONDON (AP) - Sever..tl vow peaceful march
thousand May Day demonstrators marched to Trafalgar
Square in downtown London
on Wednesday. blocking busy
intersections along the way.
but most remamed peaceful.
As expected, the protesters
~houted slogans and carried
posters opposing everything
from globalization and U.S.
foreign policy to global warming and right-wing extremist
groups in Britain and France.
By late afternoon. police had
scuflled with several protester:~. some of whom threw water
bottles. but no serious violence
or arresb were reported. An
estimated 7.000 protesters had
gathered in Trafalgar Square.

CARACAS. Venezuela (AP)
Thousands of Venezuelans
marched against President
Hugo Chave7 on Wednesday.
the ftrst opposition demonstrations since bloody ~treet light·
ing and a fa1led coup three
weeks ago.
"We are going to march
peacefully. there arc not going
to be any problems.'' :-.aid Jose
Albomoz. a leader of the proChavez. Fatherland for Atl
party

PESHAWAR, Pakistan CAP)
Attacker:-; fired a rocket early
Wednesday ut the buildmg
where U.S forces searching
for ai-Qaida member~ in PaJcistan·:. wild tribaJ regions were
sleeping. a local PaJcic;tani offtciaJ sa1d. The rocket missed
und no one wa.s injured.
The rocket was fired about 3
a.m. at a vocational traimng
institute in Miranshah. about
nine
miles
from
the
Afghanistan border in rugged
northwestern Pakistan, an official in Miranshah said on condition of anonymity.
lt wa~ apparently fired from
a hilly area to the north - on the
Afghan :;ide of the border. he
said.

On April II , dashes in Caracas between pro-and anti-government supporters left 17 people dead and hundreds wound- World Briefly is compiled by
ed. Chavez was ousted and Tim Siniard, staff writer.
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2001-02 Founders' Day Awards
Freshman Scholarship Honors -<> Lisa Schapira
Sophomore Scholarship Honors .(} Kellie Rahija
Junior Scholarship Honors Jamie Jones
Senior Scholarship Honors Kelly Purcell
Freshman of the Year <>- Emily Keal
Sophomore of the Year ¢- Heather Tyree
Junior of the Year ¢- Jennifer Gourley
Senior of the Year ¢· Christina Ebelhar
Alpha of the Year ¢- Emily Keal
Delta of the Year -Q- Krista Zurkamer
Lives by the Creed Award ~' Krista Zurkan1er
Carrie Smith 110% Award '"" Amanda Pate
Diana Beck Jones Loyalty Award '¢' Jessica Byassee

2002 MSU Greek Days
"Golden Plunger" Highest Chapter Participation Award
Greek Goddess <'>' Melissa Watters

Outstanding Campus Involvement
Outstanding Senior in Marketing ¢- Kelly Purcell
International Education Award <>- Krista Zurkamer
Freshman Leader -¢' Brittany West
Student Ambassadors ': Amanda Pate, Melissa Watters
International Student Ambassador ~ Brianne Klamer
Richmond College RCA Representative Deirdre Buckley
Pi Sigma Alpha Political Science Honor Society President 6 Reagan Parrent
Students Promoting Awareness Rights & Knowledge Vice President

Horseman's Club Treasurer

~

Heather Tyree

Lisa Schapira

Outstanding Community Involvement
United States Army Reserves o Chanda Swift, Melissa Watters

2002 Pi Members
Jessica Byassee o Christina Ebelhar
Kelly Purcell. Graduating Magna Cun1 Laude
Chanda Swtft. Graduating Magna Cum Laude
Lynsey Walters. Graduating Cum Laude
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look tor an ~ book buvbaclllocadon near
vou or tallow these easv steps to sell on-line...
~ ~0
o

Go to www.ecampus.com. Click on the
BUYBACIS tab at the top ol the screen_

~ ~c Enter the ISBN numberlsJ lor the books
c

~

vou want to sell..

3)o Prim out the FREE postage label and Just
o

drop vour books In the mall_

~ ~ Relax and wah tor vour CHECK to arrive In

the mall.
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Forums lack attendance
Our View
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Do you have any
weird study habits for
finals?
"I speak into
a tape
recorder and
play it while I
sleep."

RrCHAAD ROWLAND

senior. Louls111He

"Drink lots of
Coke and eat
a bunch of
chocolate."

MEGAN 0 0RGAN· CARI'ENTEA
jun1or, Memphis

..

"Cram all
night." .
It

0
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RUDY ROSAilAI
SfNIIQf, lndonesiD

We have all, at some time or
another. comp lained about
ISSUE:
some issue at Murray State
with w hich we have not
low STUDENT
· agreed. It mig ht have been
ATTENDANCE AT
about the living conditions in
OPEN MEETING
the residential colleges or the
WITH PRESIDENT F. questionable a ll ocation of
funds; and, of course, parking
KING ALEXANDER
has always been a hot topic
POSIT ION:
on campus.
With all the complaini ng
STUDENTS SHOULD
and
griping of students about
TAKE ADVANTAGE
Murray State's administration
OF SUCH
- especially the president, not
taking care of students· needs
OPPORTUNITIEs TO
you would think that those
VOICE THEIR
disgruntled s tudents would
OPINIONS ON
welcome the opportunity to
SCHOOL POLICY
speak directly with President
F. King Alexander and tell
him exactly what is on their
minds.
Those students got that
opportunity as a result of a
program called the "Presidential Roundtable on Residentia l Colleges."
Alexander visited Hart College. Richmond College and
Springer-Frank lin College
last month. Attendance, however, was somewhat less than
spectacular.
Probably the most disappointing showing came Monday night at 7. a reasonable
hour. when all students wen!
once again invited to voice
their concerns. Alexander
sched uled a reception at
Regents College (with free
refreshments) and invited all
students to the open forum to
voice their complaints, problems and suggestions.
The reception was advertised for three weeks.
For all the moaning of students about the Murray State
adm inistratio n ignoring their
needs. you wou ld think more
than 12 students would have
attended the reception.
No, that is not a typo .
Twelve s tudents out of Murray State's 10,000 showed up
for the meeting.
Let's assume that some horrible gap in the time-space
continuum prevented most of

those
people
from being able
to attend
the
meeting.
That
still does not
explain
why
more of the 400
residents
of
Regents College
could not attend
an open forum
with the University president in
their own residential college.
OK, let's say
MSU's adminis't ration is in fact
doing
as
detestable a j ob
as many students
say it is. Would it
not be in the students' best interest to attend a
well-advertised,
refreshme n tstocked meeting
where they could
speak
directly
with the president of the University?
Murray State
students clearly
have s trong opinions as to what
they want out of
their educational
institution.
An
excellent way to
have their voices
heard is for them
to take advantage
of golden opportunities
like
these.
Students still
have the opportunity. fortunately,
as Alexander ha'\
&..%~,v-oz~
yet to visit Hester
College.
versity issues. Even his preAlexander will
be at Hester College on May decessor was not so visible.
8 to- you guessed it- listen to T his is the chance of a lifetime.
students· concerns.
You can talk to him about
What a novel idea, a president that actually makes an anything. but try not to ask
effort to listen to the students fo r things like world peace or
and hear their views on Uni- an end to world hunger.

Those might be a bit harder
for Alexander to deliver. but
you can ask about things like
the new We llness Ce nter,
course ava il abili~y. administrative bureaucracy or any
other burning issue. Seize the
opportunity.

Presidential sightings object of game
In My
Opinion

"To study,
and then
sleep with my
books under
my pillow."
VeNISHIA M cGREGOR
sophomore, Paducah

Jenny Hahn/ Tire Ne~s

MELISSA
STONEBERGER

th e
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"IF HE

KISSES

YOUR CHEEK,
EVERYONE ELSE
PLAYING THE
GAME DROPS
DEAD

WHEREVER
THEY ARE. "

I can almost hear the Mission
Impossible theme as I cruise across
campus. I'm alert. and my eyes
scan the horizon for my target. My
cat-like (OK. sloth-like) reflexes
are poised. I am ready to win this
game.
Ki ngspotting.
He's the first MSU president to
be seen on campus for more than
two year~. and rumors are flying
like wild. I've heard he'~ been seen
at pick-up basketball games and
wandering around Winslow. I've
heard he sometime" walks his
daughter to school and that. once.
someone even ~aw him in Walmart.
Why. once. I even :-.aw him
myself. And that's where the game
began.
La1.t December. my friend Windy
and I were parked on the pool side
of Carr Health, waiting for a friend
to return from dropping off a paper.
We were sitting in my car with the
flashers going (the ofticial MSU
language for 'T il only be illegally
parked for 15 minutes, I prom1se''),
waiting for her to return, when who
but the man himself came down the

hill.
"I!: that King Alexander?" she

said, pointing obviously.
"Nah," I -;aid.
"No, wait," she said. "lt is."
We argued like this for a few
minutes, simultaneously convincing each other that it was ... no,
\'.asn't ... King Alexander. (If we
had been in a bad spy movie. we
both would have been fighting for
the hinm:ulars.)
By the time we had concluded
that this man was, in fact. the presidc:nt of the UniH!rsity. he had
slowly driven by us in hh white
mini-van while we shamelessly
starc:d open-mouthed ut him. befuddled at the wonderment of a president on campus.
He gave us a small, but friendly,
wave that I'm ~ure was to try to
stop us from staring holes right
through him. but we were too
amaLed to be embarrassed.
And so the game began.
Since there's not much else to do
here anyway. we set up the rules for
Kingspotting - that is, sighting
Univer:.ity President F. King
Alexander on campus. The way to

win is to get the most points.
One point for a sighting, five
points for a wave. 10 points for a
handshake. 30 points for a general
conversation and 50 points if he
asks your name. [f he feels led to
hug you, you earn a whopping I 00
points, and the game. is officially
over. If he kisses your cheek,
everyone else playing the game
drops dead wherever they arc. and
the game is over.
Of course, this game is not
Kingstalking. You can' t hide outside Oakhurst and ambush him at
7:30a.m. when he comes out to get
his copy of "The Paducah Sun."
You can't break into hi-. office and
hide under his desk and cling to his
legs like a freakishly large child in
hopes of winning the game.
This game isn't about points. It's
about the skill of the hunt.
There might be those out there
who think the players are a bit odd,
bUL so far everyone I've let in on
the game seems enthralled.
What started as a simple. silly bit
of fun has turned into a mi llion
questions about point value and
meri1.

Is receiving an early morning call
from King worth more than spotting him at Wal-mart or the pool
with hi<. kids? (Just to clear up any
confusion, he called my room one
morning to talk to my roommate,
former Opinion Editor Erin
Richard:.. about a commentary.)
Does seeing him at Sunset Strips
count more or less than a random
campu~ sighting'? Do we get more
point-. for seeing him wulking or
dri'ving'l
The possibilities could put even '
hardcore Dungeons and Dragons
players to shame.
While this little game may seem
trivial. the point.'> are stacking up.
and the person with the leading
score (a whopping ~0 points or so)
happens to be in Austral1a for the
semester, so the chanc~s of someone sneaking the lead are phenomenal. Unless. that i:-., King decides
to take a trip Down Under. Then we
all may be in trouble.
Melina Stoneberger i~ a junior elementary education major from
Boulle\·i/le. Ind.

• YourOpinion
Winslow dining offers friendly
atmosphere, culinary diversity
To the Editor:
As a freshman, I am writing to you in
regard to Winslow.ll is very encouraging to
enter the cafeteria and :-.ee smiling faces
every day. The little extra things. such as
"Create Your Own Waffle Breakfast" and
"Beach Pany Dinner" do not go unnoticed.
The extraordinary ice sculptures delicately placed within the dining hall were a
pleusam ~urprise to all partakers in the
Beach Buffet In addition to the abovementioned 'pecial accommodations, the
everyday menu offers ~omething to all student<;.
The availability of the vegetarian options
and deli line encourages students to dine
frequently at Winslow. Abo. weekend
brunch is a personal favorite. Even if

Winslow does not satisfy your hunger
pains, Fast Track i.; always open.
Basically. [ simply want to thank
Wtnslow and its friendly staff for all they
do. Thanks. and keep up the good work.
David Waters
fre~hman

Hartford

News story only perpetuates
stereotypes about disabled
Dear Editor.
I would like to commend ··The Murray State News" for it ' , recent coverage of the Area One Special Olympics
athletic event held in Murray on Saturday. Apnl 26. 2002. As the event coordinator. I take cxl.'cplion to Adam

Mathis's description of Special
Olympics as "events designed for
those suffering from mental retardation."
This statement exemplifies the common misconceptions of many people 111
our society who have little understanding of the experiences of individuals
with disabilities.
Though likely unintentional, this
notion of ··suffering" i~ an unfortunate
byproduct of a culture that too often
stigmatizes thO'oe with disabilities.
More often than not, o ur atlitudes
toward individual!. with disabilities are
their greatest handicap. And aLtitudes
cannot be changed withou t experience.
Had Mathis himself attended the
event, he would have seen little "suffering·· on the part of the many athletes
who were there to compete.
Instead. he would have experienced
the joy and pride of the athletes and the

excitement of their families. teachers.
the volunteers and fans. I thank "The
Murray State News" for covering the
event and all the volunteers who came
out to help.
I encourage member!> of the University community to continue to participate as volunteers with Special
Olympic~ ~o that they can gain experiences that can change attitudes.
Andy Smith
Murray

Write to us
"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification, title or relationship to the Univen;ity.
"The Murray State News'' reserves the right
to edit for style, length and content
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point over
hot rooms
In My
Opinion

jENNIFER
RIPPERDA
" ...THOSE FANS
WERE AS PRODUCTIVE AS ME
STANDING AT
THE END OF
THE HALLWAY
BLOWING AIR
OUT OF A
STRAW."

1
~TUCk

\

__\_

One thousand and ten dollars for a double
room on camJ>US, $949 for a meal plan, $3,711
for out-of-state tuition, $300 for books ... I realize this i.s old news ... the air conditioning saga
in Regents and White; but I have a story that
wasn't told from over there.
Currently I live in Elizabeth, but I spent my
freshman year in a small room with a practically non-existent window in White. I was
approached by a friend who had a story for me.
A student worker at Housing was fired. Nothing out of the ordinary, right'? I mean, people
get fired everyday. But this student's story has
a twist .
A desk worker at White College, who also
lives in White College, was burning up from the
afternoon heal. We were up to 80 degrees that
week. with the usual Kentucky humidity. and
the "air conditioning" provided to students in
Regents and White was two box fans placed at
the end of the hall on each noor.
My guess is that those fans were about as productive as me standing at the end of the hallway
blowing air out of a straw.
Anyway, this student took things into his own
hands. Knowing his fliers would not get
approved , he just went ahead and hung up niers
around White telling people to call their parents
and tell them the air conditioning had not been
turned on.
A few days later, his nien; were taken down,
and h~ was fired for not being a "team player."
Housing seems to like that term ... team playcr. I know two other students who worked for
Housing that were not rehired because they
were not "team players," but that is another
story
Which learn is this student supposed LO be on?
The one that keeps screwing students over or
the one he is a part of because he is a student on
campus'!
The issue with air conditioning in Regent!.
and White was stressful to everyone on campus.
Housing stated it had planned to replace the
chillers over Winter Break. yet, because of past
experiences. it decided to wait until Spring
Break.
So what stopped it over Spring Break. It wasn't cold; there was no danger of pipes freezing
in March . So what happened?
Housing is :~!ways stating that the number of
students living on campus IS dccreasing.Well.
no wonder. We pay more than $2.000 to live on
campus for a school year, and they can't turn on
the air conditioner when it starts to get hot and
humid .
Did they have the air conditioning on over in
the Housing Office while students were hot,
sweaty, cranky and tired'? You better believe it.
My advice to I lousing is to help the students
on this campus.
If we could gel things fixed in un appropriate
time, we wouldn't gel cranky and would be happier to live on campus_
Residential college life is very beneficial to
student~. except when they have heat strokes
trying to type a paper in their dorm room.
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Principal threatens paper
In My
Opinion

SEVERO
AVILA

The principal of Tates Creek
High School in Lexington has
threatened to stop the May edition
of that school's student newspaper.
The reason for the principal's
threat is th<tl in a previous paper's
editorial, the students complained
about inconsistent discipline at the
high school.
Apparently the writer of the editorial spoke to a student athlete and
a student office helper and based
the editorial on those :-;ludents'
comments that ttie rulcs are bent
for some students. like athlt.•tcs.
The principal. Bob Gardner, said
he was considering stopping the
paper because the students did not
base their editorial on facts or
understand the power of the press.
He said he was hoping to usc it as
a teachable moment.
Aside from being a blatant violation of the First Amendment,
threatening to stop the newspaper

because the editorial criticized the
inconsistent discipline by the
administration, is more a question
of ethics than anything else.
Does anyone else see this as an
obvious case of the principal using
his authority to dismiss any criticism of his administration'?
The press is indeed a very powerful tool. and the students were
obviously using that tool to critici7.e an aspect of the school's
administration they believed needed reform. Isn't that the purpose of
the press? We are the watchdogs of
the government. In this case, the
student journalists are the watchdogs of the school's administration .
The newspaper is produced for a
grade in a journalism class. Most
llkely, the school pays the production costs. So. conceivably. it is
within the principal's power to cut
the paper':. budget, but is that

right?
What kind of message would that
be sending to those future journalists? That there will always be people out there able to suppress the
truth? There are, but do we have to
tell them now? Do we have to
stand idly by and watch it happen?
We're dealing with high school
kids for crying out loud. They
don't need to be exposed to dictatorship and tyranny this early.
So, Principal Gardner, if you
thought that by stopping the publication of the student newspaper,
you would be ending the criticism
of your administration. you're
probably going to have to stop
many more newspapers. because
you are certainly in for some major
criticism.
Severo A vi/a is opinion editor for
"The Murray State News."

Red tape monster on campus
In My
Opinion

Jennifer Ripperda is a sophomore history education and jauma/ism major from Damian.\·l'ille. J/1.

KATE
MATHENY

A degree : what does it really
mean? That you sat in a room with
inadequate climate control for hours
upon hours trying to stay awake?
That you built up calf muscles perfecting the six-minute sprint from
Elizabeth to the Faculty Hall? That
you paid an obscene amount of
money to get a piece of paper?
I propose that a degree from Murray State is really just proof that
you have: survived the Red Tape
Monster.
What is the Red Tape Monster?
It's easier to describe its effects.
Why docs Racer-Touch ask you
to press a button only to immediateley turn around and ask you to confirm that you did indeed press that
huuon? The Red Tape Monster.
Why must you have the signature

of your adviser. the department
bead, the dean and your mother's
second-grade teacher simply to
CLEP oul of Spanish 101? The Red
Tape Monster.
Why docs an unpaid parking ticket from February or a lost library
copy of "Gulliver's Travels" that
should have been thrown out in
1942 preclude you from scheduling,
leaving you with no hope of getting
a single class you need? The Red
Tape Monster.
Why does this University offer
some common, need- to-graduate
classes on a once-every-third-leapyear basis?
OK. I admit that this one is worse
than simply the Red Tape Monster.
But it, like all the other problems. is
highly innucnced by the elusive yet

ubiquitous figure of the Red Tape
Monster.
What can you do? Nothing, really. You can't see it; you can only
feel the effects. Your quest in college is to learn to handle this creature when he comes. I only wri£e
this to warn you that when you step
unto that stage to graduate, you
should hold tight tp your diploma.
If you have gotten that far, you
have proved that you are smarter,
and stronger than the Red Tape
Monster. You may have needed alot
of luck, but it is survival nonetheless.

Kate Matheny is a senior English
major from Madisonville.

Administration not sensitive to students' needs
In My
Opinion

Once upon u time, I had a silly notion in
my head. I had the notion that the University
was designed for the sole purpose of serving
the student's needs. while allowing them to
become more intere:.ting individuals. As my
time at thic, school continues. however. I
have learned that this is just not the case.
First off. 1 shou ld clarify u little.
When I say "the University," I am not
speaking of the student body, our excellent
faculty or the coachmg staffs of our many
diverse, albr.:it "low risk" sports teams and
clubs. What remains is the administration that unseen framework that supposed ly holds
this place together.
Since arriving here in the summer of 1999,
I have always marveled al the administraANDY
tion's complete lack of interest in the students
they arc supposed to serve. I see all of
CLINGER
you out there ... you are dubious. What does
"THE UNIVERSITY this guy mean? The University doesn't care
about us'? How so?
DOESN'T CARE
For starter:.. let's look at the expenditure of
ABOUT US? HOW ~tate and otherwise issued funds. How many
of you out there know where the money
so?"
goes'! I. for one. would be interested to sec

the breakdown of what percentage of those
funds actually goes to improvements that students can actually experience.
With no concrete evidence, I am forced to
simply look at wh:11 goes on. For instance.
there wa~ a split rail fence installed around
campus. What's the deal with that? Lest we
forget, there is the expenditure currently
going on ror an Alumni building. Who und
what is that for?
Then there is the classic rant - flowers .
Thi s place spends more money on replacing
perfectly good flowers than anywhere I haw
ever seen. Funny, that ahvays happens when
there are large groups of prospective students
com111g to visit
In my humble opinion. it would appear that
this place has a habit of showing a lot of !lash
in order to gel :-.tudcnts to come here, then
once said SIUdent is in the system, they are
left to pay for all of the'e "improvements''
with tuition increases. Oh, are those going up
again'! Now, some things ure good improvements, such as the sidewalk instnlled
between the residential colleges and the
KSEC. That nuH.Ic sense. and it helped stu-

dents with a simple necessity. l would
applaud the administration for that, but it was
a student that made it happen, not the "King
and his court.''
As an upperclassman. I am really fighting
the apathy that lurks inside me. I want nothing more than to get a diploma and continue
on with my life.
As president of a highly disputed club here
at Murray State with more members than
almost every other University club, I wasn't
even given the opportunity to have an audience with the University president In reality.
he simply couldn't be bothered. Strange?
Impossible you say'? Well. that's the case.
As a side note, the only correspondence I
have received from Dr. Alexander was in the
form of a phone message suggesting that I
seek legal representation should one of our
injured skydivers (Murray State students
skydive'l) decide to sue the school. What a
guy! Should any students wish to hear the
recording of that call, I would gladly e-mail
it to them.
In terms of interacting with the administration, I should count myself lucky. few stu-

dents are able to get any attention from the
administration at all.
Everyone wonders why so many students
leave in droves every weekend . Perhaps it's
because students are smarter than we are
given credit for. Maybe we recognize that the
administration doesn't give a rusty &%#@
about us. and we figure that we shouldn't
care about them in our precious free time. I
would like to see this place try to do some
image maintenance.
I would like to know that my school is as
proud of having me as a student as some of
our students are for attending here. As far as
the University president goes, the only time I
ever care to see him is when L walk across the
stage and he hands me that fake version of
my diploma along with his fake version of a
!-.incere congratulation.
To the freshmen through juniors here, I
hope you understand that you are the ones
paying for things around here, because it
:1ppears lhat the administration has forgotten.
Andy Clinger is a senior from Huntsburg,
Ohio.
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Students earn honors Professor retires after 33 years
at Senior Breakfast
STAFF WRm:R

BY MARCI OINEN
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Duncan said her particJpatton in various
is what allowed her to be
selected for the award.
"Academics have always been extremely
imponant to me, and I have enjoyed partici·
pating in a variety of c~Xurricular and leadership roles on campu!> and in lhe community
while at Murray State," Duncan said.
Pile said Murmy State has given him a sec·
ond family in addition to an education.
"I really feel like th1s entire University is my
family," Pile said. "IL is so personal. MSU has
a lot of wonderful people from the very top to
the very bottom."
Duncan said she has been blessed with
knowledgeable and genuinely caring professors through the English department, lhe modem languages department and the Honon; Proa~pects of college Iife

News EDITOR
Scott Pile, a middle school education major
from Constantine. and Jayme Duncan, an English and Spanish major from Madisonville.
were selected as the Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman at the Senior Breakfast Tuesday.
Mike Young. assistant vice pres1dent of Student Affairs, ~d the -.election of the Outstanding Senior Man anJ Woman is done by a
committee of faculty from across the campus.
"The students who are eligible come from a
pool of students who were selected as the
Who's Who Among (students in) American
Colleges and Universilles," Young said.
Young said the committee looks for students who have demonstrated leadership in
various organizations, excelled academically
and made contributions to both the Uni\'l!rsity
community and the community in which they
lived.
"I thlnk it's exemplary that both of these
student<; (Pile and Duncan) have a 4.0 (GPA),"
Young said. "Obviously, both of them repre<;ent Murray State very well ....
Pile said his love for Murray State and the
things he has been involved in were probably
what enabled him to receive this award.
"I've enjoyed the four yean. greatly," Pile
said. "All the things that I have heen in were a
way not only a way for me to give back to the
Umversity, but also a way to better my~lf.'"

gram.
"I believe that the relationships I have with
them (the professors) as friends and mentors
WJII continue to be important even after (graduate," Duncan said.
Pile said he i~ in lhe process of finding
employment in the Murray area.
"''d like to be teaching in one of the middle
schools near here, turning my influence from
the University onto the lives of middle l'Chool
student'>," Pile $aid.
Duncan ~id after her maniage in July, she
will begin working toward a master's and doctorJte in English in the fall at Indiana UniverSity in Bloomington. Ind.

him to further his education.
Call said he took a few cou~s a semester.
and it took him seven years to earn his master's degree. He finished in 1977.
While teaching in the field of electronics,
Call has seen many changes in teaching methods.
"In the past I concentrated on teaching how
electronic devices worked on the inside. but
now my teaching blends business manage-

"The administration has not always done
what we have requested. but I feel that the
new administration is much more willing to
William Call, associate professor of Induslisten to our concerns.
trial and Engineering Technology has
Call was Faculty Senate president when it
announced his retirement, effective July I.
passed a resolution to publicize faculty evaluCall, a 33-year veteran at Murray State. has
ation of then-president Kern Alexander.
served in various positions during his career
The resolution was passed in response to
including 15 years as a member of the faculty
Alexander's deci:.ion to make faculty evalualitaff, 18 years as professor. as well as serving
tions available to the public.
the pa.st three years Faculty Senate
Terry Strieter, professor of history,
president.
faculty regent and member of the
Call said teaching electronics has
" It's fun to get students Faculty Senate, said that he is sorry to
been rewarding and that it is satisfyinvolved. I enjoy helping see Call retire.
ing to see students apply what they
··He was willing to call tough shots,
them use their knowledge to and he stood up for the faculty," Sui·
have learned to practical situations.
solve problems."
"Tts fun to get students involved,"
eter said. "He was a good ' leader of
Call said. "I enjoy helping them use
the Senate."
their knowledge to solve problems. I
Strieter said Call was targeted by the
BILL CALL
lilce to see the students determine the
previous Murray State presidential
Industrial and Engineering Technology
specifications of a particular piece of
administration for his criticism of its
Associate Professor
electronic equipmem and test Lhe
dcdsions and that it had attempted to
parts to evaluate and solve problems."
discour.1ge him from voicing faculty
Call said it was satisfying to see
concerns.
student<: utilize knowledge they had - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "What they did was a direct assault
gained from him as well as other
on his freedom of speech," Strieter
instructors in his department.
ment with computer systems as well as elec- said.
A native of Hickman, Kentucky, Call tronics:· Call said.
Strieter added that the current administrareceived his bachelor's and ma~ter's degree
"We leach students how to put opemtional tion h~ corrected the injustice done to Call in
from Murray State.
systems together. and not just to maintain the pasr.
..1 earned my master's degree while work· them."
After his retirement, Call plans to work
ing full-time as an employee with the UniverAs a leader and member of the Faculty Sen- part-time in the radio/communications field
sity." Call said.
ate, Call said he is proud of his record.
and is currently considering several offers,
Call and his wife also raised two children
"I feel we have maintained an active role as He said he and his wife of 34 years are both
while he worked to earn his master's degree. voice of the faculty and have worked to facil- associated with the Kiwanis club and plan to
He said she was instrumental in encouraging itate communication with the administmtion." increao;e their involvement.
BY TIM SINIARD

IAAP names agriculture director Murray executive of year
RY A DAM

L. M ATHIS

honored to be given an award that is
associated with such a prestigious
group.
"lt was a surprise; I didn't know
how to respond." Rudolph said. "It
took me a few minutes to actually
gain my composure to say a few
words of gratitude for the honor.
""1 look at is as being fortunate,
being surrounded by the group that [
am surrounded by. That makes the

STAFF WRITER

James Rudolph, d1rector of agriculture at Murmy State. wac; recently
named Execuuve otthc Year on April
22 by the International Association of
Administrative Professionals. an
organization of clerks. a~:countanl!i
and administrative professionals.
Rudolph said he wao, surprised and

/Ill~'!

?3e

job a lot easier; they're the ones who
<.hould be given the credit for the
award instead of me.'"
Sarah Alexander. administrative
secretary who nominated Rudolph.
explained what the lAAP looked for
in candidates.
"They're (IAAP) looking for their
leadership abilities, what they have
accomplished throughout their p~
fesl>ional career and their support of

]>J~egn~nl .'

Monday Special

Cnll 753·0700

ld

I

I

Free Pregnancy

~

Test~

lhe faculty and he want-; to make this
a better place for students to learn, to
accomplish a.-. much as they can."
Rudolph began working at Murray
State as a professor of equine science
in 1973. He is currently a member of
the Faculty Senate and served as Faculty Regent from 1998-2000.
Rudolph also is involved in the Academic Council and Deans Council.
In addition to his most recent

honor, Rudolph also was named
Grand Marshall of the Freedom Fest
Parade for Murray/Calloway County
and serves on the board of directors
for the American Quarter Horse
A~sociation . He works With various
agricultural associations including the
Kentucky Equine Trust Commiuee
and the executive committee of the
North American International Live·
stock Exposition.

<!f>wen jfoob Jflarket , 3Jnc.

All MSU St udents

All services free of charge

.·

International Association of Admmis·
trative Professionals." Alexander
.said.
Alexander said she nominated
Rudolph because of his caring personality as an administrator.
"He is an excellent administrator;
he cares about all. not just myself and
my profession. but all," Alexander
said...He cares about the students, he
cares about the staff, he cares about

Haircuts $1.00

The Life House
tS06

!;!I lnfonnation About ALL Choices

Chestnut Street

ld Caring and Confidential Help

www. LHouse .org

1407 w. Main St. • Murray, KY
- - - -- - 753-46 82 - - - - - -

Phone 767-0098
1617
121 North Bypass

1300 Highway 121 Bypass
753-53 15

Pi Kappa Alpha would like to
congratulate our 2002-2003 Dream Girl,
Maria Meadows. We would also like to
congrat ulate our newest initiates, the
Gamma Omicron pledge clas s .

•'

'

,.

.·
I'

•. r
I

.:

I

Matt Blanchard
Rodney Bottoms
Jonathan Brazell
Kyle Chandler
Casey Crane
Benny Goodman
Clay Harrison
Tim Hart
Mark Henson
Conor Hagan
Larry Jones
Tyler Tomes
Austin Trice
Josh Tubbs
Chase Wallace

$400 REBATE TO ALL
COLLEGE GRADUATES
PLUS UP TO $4,000 IN EXTRA
REBATES OR FINANCE RATES
AS LOW AS O.Oo/o
2001 Pontiac Grand Am
2001 Pontiac Grand Prix GT
2001 Buick Regal lS (Sunroof)
2000 Pontiac Sunfire
2000 Toyota Solara
1999 Pontiac Sunfire Convertable
1999 Pontiac Grand Am GT (Sunroof)
1999 Chevrolet Blazer
1999 Cadillac Catera
1999 Chevrolet S-10
1997 Nissan Altima
1997 Toyota Camry lE (Sunroof)
1997 Ford Escort
1995 Pontiac Sunfire
1995 Ford Probe SE
1995 Ford Ran er

-

·-

tuft

$13,900
$16,900
$18,500
$9,900
$16,900
$10,999
$14,500
$15,900
$17,500
$9,900
$9,900
$10,999
$6,900
$5,900
$2,900
$4,900

.. -
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University honors Habitat for Humanity volunteers
BY TAYLOR MARIE EWING
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Students. faculty and staff were
honored for their involvement in the
Institute for International Studies at
an International Day program Monday.
University President F. King
Alexander presented I I international studenL'I and six American students engraved hammers for their
participation in the International
Student Organization's Habitat for
Humanity trip over Spring Break.
The group traveled to Jacksonville, Aa.• and helped build eight
houses as part of the first nationwide Habitat for Humanity Collegiate Challenge.
"Just imagine what could bt: done
if all students spent their Spring
Break this way," Alexander said.
International Student Adviser
Beth Murphy said the students' par-

ticipation in the program demonstrated the contribution international
students can make to American
society.
"Since Sepl. II, if you've been
reading the newspapers or listening
to the radio. international students
have been cast in a negative light,"
Murphy said. "Th is shows how
tnternational students can contribute
and be an asset to American society."
Murphy said the project also benefited the international students in
several ways, including giving them
a more realistic view of life in the
United States
"Many international students
think everyone in the U.S. is rich,
which of course is a myth," Murphy
said. 'These students saw poverty in
the U.S."
In addition to honoring the Habitat for Humanity participants, the
ISO announced education professor

Sandra Aynn a'i international professor of the year.
ISO adviser Mark Galloway said
individual students had the opportunity to nominate candidates for
international profeso;or of the year.
"Students were asked to nominate
professors they thought showed
support for international students
and programs," Galloway said.
"Also, professors that worked to
include international students in
their classes and get them more
involved."
Galloway said 10 nominated professors were included on the ISO
election ballots.
Galloway said 176 students participated in the election. He said students elected Abdallah Elbannan.
junior from Egypt. ISO president;
Londiwe Mkhi1.e. junior from South
Africa, treasurer; and Josephine
Muuka. sophomore from Nambia,
publicity oflicer.

The International Day program
also kicked off the new lnternation·
al Student Ambassador program.
Institute for International Service
Director Michael Basile said the
ambassador program pairs new
international students with American and international students to
help them adjust to life in the Unit·
ed States
"The beginning period of coming
to the U.S. from another country can
be a lonely and bewildering time.''
Basile said. "(fbe ambassadors) are
just there for them. to help them
make the initial adjustments to life
in the community and on campus."
Basile said the ambassador program is also beneficial to the Amcr·
ican participants.
''It really does enrich the experience of an American student as
well," Basile said. "They get to see
the experience of someone from an
entirely different culture."

Chandra Field/The News

Keiko MJyao, a level flve ESL student from Japan, receives an
award from President F. King Alexander during International Day.

The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha "Wish to
congratulate the ne"Wly initiated brothers:
Chase Redd e n
Danny Rob ert: s o n
Dylan S h a u m b u r g
.Adam Sco t:t:
J u s t i n Smi t:h
Kyle Trac y

Jacob .Abbot:
J a s o n Elliot:
Sam Gilbert:
Ross J o n e s
Brian Knippen
l\llicah l\llorris

NEON IBIE&C:H
Tann ing & Storage Aen tol
Full Service including:
• 15 1"c1nning Bed!>
• Receive free pa<:kct of
(abo 2 upgrndcs l
tanning lotion w/purchase
• 20 mtn, Cybcrdome
of Unlimited Tanning
• 12 min, Sundash Radios
Stand·Up Umt

Ms'l.l Students

Hours

Mon. -llxrs..
8 a.m.-to P.m.
ftl & Sat.
8 a.m.- 9 p.m.

I 0% discount off tannine packaees.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

4.'.~
. .•~

81 2

W~~:~~ Drive

753-3333

Tue. - Sat.
Across from Bradley Bool<store
Walk-ins Welcome
I.

• As a law enforcement officer I have
participated in traffic safety programs
for MSU students.
• I am interested in the success of MSU,
and I pledge to continue support for the
University community.
• I have been a strong supporter of MSU
athletics and a season ticket holder.
• I have 27 years of experience at all
levels of law enforcement. My
qualifications include:
-Calloway County Deputy Sheriff
-Major Assistant Deputy Director KY Water Partol
-KY Vehicle Enforcement Officer
-I am a certified Police Instructor
- - - -- - - - - P a id f o r by candida t e - - - - - - - - -

OPEN
• Wed., May l •

~

.

I

1304 Chestnut St.
(Dixieland Shopping Center)
Across from Bradley Book Store

NAME BRAND HIP-HOP
CLOTHES &
ACCESSORIES AT
UNBELIEVABLE PRICES
As fresh as you wanna be,
as clean as it gets

t.
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Scholars Week allows students to showcase research activities
8Y TrM SINIARD

and mathematics.
John MateJa, director of URSA. said
the event celebrates both research and
creative work.
'The presentation features a cross
section of students who are from science. arts and humanitie.'> backgrounds." Mateja said.
URSA· s goal is to provide an opportunity for undergraduate and graduate
students to perform research similar to
that performed at the doctoral level.
Mateja said the opponunity students
have to participate in scholarly work
will helo shaoe their careers as well a<>

STAFF WRITER

Scholars Week 2002, a gathenng of
Murray State graduate and undergraduate students presenting research
results, was held at the CurTis Center
last week.
Sponsored by the office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarly
Activity (URSA) and funded by a
grant from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, the event fj:atured
research covering a wide variety of
fields from an and historv to science

foster new research.
Elisha Newberry, senior from Paducah. whose presentation titled "The
Emergence of Judith as a Subject in
Renaissance Art'' explored feminine
lhemes in Renaissance an, said her project ha.~ inspired her to focus more of
her future research and studies in art
history.
"I plan to study in Germany for a
year, and l am planning to continue the
research l started at Murray State.''
Newberry said.
Newberry's work will be featured in
lhe upcoming issue of "Best Student

Essays," a University publication
showcasing papers by students.
The event also featured a presentation by history major Melinda Grimsley, graduate student from Owensboro.
titled "Dirty Pictures in Etruscan
Tombs." The presemation explored
uses of erotic art within ancient Etruscan tombs.
Grimsley said her experience studying in Italy led to her interest in Etruscan art, and she decided to further her
research.
"It led me towards an ancient world
emphasis," Gri~n~ley said.

Both Newberry and Grimsley said
their study abroad experiences contributed greatly to increasing their own
interest.-; in scholarly research and ere·
ative work.
The sciences were also repre~ented
at the celebration.
Kelly W. Bush. graduate student
from Owensboro. di~played the results
of her srudy on phosphate levels in
local streams in a poster presentation.
Bush, who will receive her master's
degree in water science in May, said
she wanted to continue her research
after graduation.
·

"I want to study water quality in
streams for the government," Bush
.said.
Bush worked with her adviser. Susan
Hendricks, an a'sistant professor of
biological sciences. on the project since
May 200 I. The water in streams selected for the research was tested and analy7ed several times during the year.
Bush's result.<> also will be displayed
next month at the North American
Benthological Society meeting in PilLSburgh.
M:neja said Scholars Week will be
an annual event at Murray State .

.---Thanks Mom___,
for Everything!
I

I,

1:

Just received new shipment of quilted keepers,
totes, back-packs & organizers. Lots of
patterns to choose from .
416 Main St.

15°/o Off for Mothers

753-0859

S PE CIALS !
PEDICURES SIS
TANNINGns Fllf 300 M'-.
PERMS $~ U Up

HIGHLIGHTS $25 U Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8

I
I
I
I
I
I

_______________ - - -

.._

..

I

MANICURES $10
PARAFANDIP

®

r n. e (jo{tf e n 'To ucfi

ss m11

Gifl
Ceru flca1es
Aval111hle

Finals Special

Gift Certificates Available
It's time to treat yourself on your
special d ay to a Therapeutic Massage!

Add 112 Ord er

Cheese Stix
for $2 more

expires 5/13/02

M assage Therapy
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Coldwater Road, Murray

Walk-ins Welcome
Call 753-1682
Southside Shopping Center • Murray

penelope photography

\ll

Kentu cky Army National Gu ard is accepting
application s for Officer Candidate Programs.
This includes Direct Commission ,
ROTC/Simultaneou s Membership Program
and Office Candidate Sch ool.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE. in addition to the Army College
Fund and the Montgom ery GI Bill.

.·

-

804 Chestnut St.· 753·6656
Mon.·Thurs. 11 a.m.-a p.m.
Fri., sat, sun. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Delivery after 4 p.m.

Call 2nd Lieutenant TraVis Carpenter @
(502) 80 3-0966 to schedule an a ppointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING
270.753.7568
www.penelopephoto.com

Get your career on target with a job at

Visit us online at www.thenews.org

The Murray State News!
Now Hiring:
Ad Production Manager
Classified Ads Manager
Assistant Sports Editor

,,
I'

Marllporo

• MaY Cigarette sales ·
Pri ce s Good 4/30 - 5/26

$2.44 (.60 off)

VIrginia slims

salem

$2.44 (.60 off)

$2.49/pack (.55 off)

Basic
$2.20 (.60 off)
t

I'

,·

rarlla•nt
$2.44 (.60 off)

Pall MID

"Sub G•neriC''
$ t .99 EVeryday

K!!1

$t.lt (t.u off)

save .03 on Each Gallon o Gas
You Purchase When You Show
Your current Racer card .

tl1e

murray
(Jstate
news

llml
$t.9S (.IS off)

VIDC11e
$2.44 (.60 off)
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WE'VE MOVED!
-trophy c
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••&
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Get Your

FREE FULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic core con relieve your oches
ond pains This examination normally costs $30 00 or more. h will include o chiroproctic
orthopedic test, o chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spmol alignment
check, on exommohon for restr~cted or excess motion in the spine, o test for muscle
strength and o privole consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
FREE.
DiSClAIMER OUR OFFICE POliCY P~OlECTS YOU 'THf FAfiENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON tESPONSieLE FOR PAYMENT HAS" RIGHT
TO RHUS£ TO PAY, CANCEl PAYMENT OR Bf Rflf.'BURSED fOR PAYMENT fOR ANY 01H£~ SfRVlCES. ElVoMINATI()N ~ TaEATMENT
WHIOIIS P£tf09MEO AS AUSOlr Of AND WITHJN HOOU 01 HSPOMliNG TO lliE ADVHTtSE!MNT fQr THEF~£ SUVICE
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

n

Sporting Goods & Awards
We are expanding our business to better serve your needs.
1203 B Chestnut St. • University Plaza (Next to Dan's &Quizno's)

• 753-8844.
Now taking orders for Honors Day

@
~

I CALL for your FREE appointment NOW! I

Dr. Dennis L Heskett, D.C.
'li!tiW•tJXJMatoodftff rt.,..,_..,.
we and '""""'""'· ,.. dQ ol! "'.e poft<WOrk

CALL NOW. BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU.
()l'rER E.XPIRES 5131/02

@ao

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.
11oa Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
759_1116
Murray, KV 42071 .

Are you suffering from stress, headaches, bock or neck pains? Come see what o BIG
difference o small od[uslment con make We wont you lo perform ol your 100% optimal health.

VALUE

College Life
Dancers go 'geometric' tonight
COLLEGE l iFE EDITOR: KYSER LOUGH

The Murray State News
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P HONE:

This Week
•Employment- Oncampus interviews
end.
•DeadJin~ Deadline
to appeal academic
status.
•Deadlin~ Deadline
to tile an appeal to the
Academic Appeals
Committee for readmission to any summer sessio n.

•saturday
•Final
ExamsSpring 2002 fina l
exam week May 410.
•Keyboard J.' estivalTwentieth Century
Keyboard Festival, I
p.m..
Performing
Arts Hall.

•sunday
•Uible Study - 9 a.m .•
University Church of
Christ.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m ..
Elizabeth
College
back lobby Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.

•monday
•Final Exams

•tuesday
•Final Exams

762·4480
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BY ERIN RICHARDS
ASSISTANT COllEGE liFE EDITOR

The ltght~ soften and the women on
stage slowly group together, crumple to
the ground a nd roll into quasi- fetal
positions where they lie for a few
moments before beginning the next
segme nt in "On Angel's Wings," the
fourth of six pieces to be performed
tonigh t and tomorrow night in the
~pring dance concert, "Geometric Relatio nships."
The audience will be tn:ated to
"proper western concert dance," dance
instructor Ivan Pul inkaoa sa1d. "The
show has a mix of styles from jazz to
modern bal let."
Dance concerts in past years at Murray State suffered from a lack ot organization that resulleu in performance
cancellations or informal individual
recitals; however. this season's concert
was planned from the start by
Pulinkaoa , who was recently hired by
the Univer sity.
The student dancer~ are actually fulfi lling an academic requirement 1n the
form of Murray Stale's dance company
class. Initial aud itions earned 25 students a spot an the class, and further
auditio ns dete rmined who would perform in "Geometric Relationships" (the
first piece in the program and also the
concert's title). "The Popcorn Suite."
"On Angel 's W ings" a nd "Cycle."
The o ther two pieces. "Mock Abduction" and " Journey T hrough Light," are
solo pieces pe rformed by Pulinkaoa
a nd Em ily Gorman. senior from
Lo uisville. respectively.
Pulinkaoa choreographed all the
pieces except for Gorman's (which she
choreographed herself) and said the
underlying theme in the concert is a
focus o n the physical rather than emotio nal re lationship between the dancers
in te rms of movement. He descnbed
"On Angel's Wings'' as one or the
" prettiest pieces in the whole prog ram ."
" It's made out of two phases of
movement," Pulinkaoa said. "It focuses
on how you can ~aJ.;e the smallest
a mount of moveme nt and keep developing u. It 's like taking one small idea
and writing a who le essay off or it.''
The
stude n ts
have
matched
Pulinkaoa's en thusiasm for the concert
by practicing all semester and extending their rehearsal schedule to three
hours a nig ht, every night. for the past
two weeks. The etas!'. offers a unique
opportunity fo r the studen ts to do
something they enjoy and establish
new relationships al the same time.
"We see each other :~lithe time," said
Emilee Norvell , sophomore from Henderson, while she woJ'I...ed o n o ne of the
costumes for the performance. "We
have fun watching everyone's p1cces.
It's very su pportive. Everyone is here
to learn and have a good time."

While the nightly dance rehearsals
carry on upstair~o. Norvell and Gorman
busy themselves in the bowels of
Robert E. Johnson Theatre in the costume shop. pulling double duty for the
concert as they nol only rehcurse their
pieces. hut design the apparel for thcrnselve~o and other dnncers as well. Barefoot and bandaged-toed, the women
pinned. draped and stitched material as
they talked about the show.
Unlike the sometimes fl:unboynnt
costumes in play:; and musicals,
Pulinkana s<~id the costumes fo r the
dance concert wi II com plimen t the
pieces without becommg the main
focus . Nurvell. Gorman and costu me
designer/technician Rand y Johnson
explained the process they had u ndertaken for creating costumes for the concert.
.. It's more fun when you can :.tylizc a
little more lo realin~ someone's artistic
vision,'' Johnsl''lll s:~id . "Plus, we were
really lucky because we a lready hnd
everything we needed: we just had to
rework some stuff."
Gorman reinforced Johnson's point
as she pulled at the resistant stitching
on some old checrlcading ~kirts in an
uttempt to adapt them for a 1940s style
dance in "The Popcorn Suite ." Gorman

talked about her solo piece while period ically moving to the sewing ma~hine.
.. It started when I c hose some music I
really liked from ·cirque du Solei!. ...
Gom1an. a dancer with 18 years experience. said. " I had a couple o f images
right away. hut the rest j ust came out
with some experimentation ...
Da ncers, music and costumes will
come together to night and tomon ow o n
stage. M d for ahout an hour and I S minutes, the public will have an opportunity
to sec for itself the dedication, talent and
hard wor1< put into "Geometric Re lationship:-;.''
Said Pulinkaoa: " It sho uld be very
entertaining.''
T he dance concert will begin at 7
tonight and Saturday night in Robert E.
Johnson Theatrc-

..

(Abo\·e) Senior Emily Gorman from
Louis,·illc lifts junior Amanda Jessie
from Shepa rdnille into the air during a segment of the concert meant
to symbolize playfulness and the
relationship between two siblings.
(Right) Gorman and Jessie perform
mo\Cments fn,m the opening piece,
..G eometric Relationships."

Spotlight on local activities

Events fill Murray's summer calendar
•wednesday
•Final Exams
•Worship ~rvice- 7
p.m.• Murray ChristFe llowsh ip
ian
I louse.

MAY

J UNE

JULY

AUGUST

• Pool Opens (May 20 at Murray City Pari\)
If you are in the mood for a good swim. visit
the opening day of the Murray City Park p~)ol.
For more information. phone 762·0325.

• All-American Soap Box Derby (June I at Main
and Chc~tnut streets)
Head over to Main anJ Chestnut streets and witness soap box derby racing when local racers participate in the All-American Soap Bo'i Derby. a
preliminary for the National Soap Box Derby in
Ohio. For more information contact Pete Lancaster
at 762-5310 or Jim T~tte nt 753-8100.

• " Harvey" (July 5- 18 at Playhouse In the
Park)
Playhouse In the Park ' s second production.
" Harvey,"is abo ut a large imaginary rabbit.
Performances w ill be at 7:30 p.m . on Thursdays. 8 p.m on Fridays and Saturdays and 2
p.m. on Sundays. For rnore information. call
759-1752.

• Sidewalk Sale (August 2 - 4 in Murray)
Walk around Murroy und check out some
grcal b:~rgains at the city-wide Sidewalk Sale
during regular business hours. For more information. phone 753-5 171 .

• Calloway County Fair (June 14 - 22 at Calloway
County Fairgrounds)
Get your fill of funnel cakes and amusement park
ndes when the nnnual fair comec; to town at the Cnlloway County Fnirgroumb. There will be food , live
cnlcrtninmcnt. carnival rilles and livc~tock judging.

• freedom Fl·st (Ju ly 4 in M urray)
Celebrate Independence Day in M urray
Wtlh a Fourth of July parade. tircworb, a
street fair and concerL'i by Joe Diffe. Mark
Chestnut. Tracy Lawn:nce and Gene Watson.
For more inrormation. phone 759 2199.

• "A Funny Thing Happened On the Way to the
Forum" (May 23 - June I at Playhouse In the
Park)
Even 1f you are stuck tn Murray for the summer, you can still check out some great theatrical performances. The show will be at 7 10
p.m. on Thursdays, 8 p.m. on Pridays and Saturdays and 2 p.m. o n Sundays. For more Information phone 759- 1752.

PROFESSOR HOBO
•thursday
•Final Exams

DAVID, JUSTIN--I CAU.ED YOU
HERE BECAUSE I HAVE A
PROBLEM WITH THE PROFESSOR
HOBO COMIC.

LOOK, LOREE, I
J UST DRAW IT-IT'S J USTIN'S
FAULT IT ISN'T

......._...IER

• Humminghird rest (August 3 at Land
Between the Lakes)
Celebrate hummingbirds at the Hummingbini Fest at the Woodlands Nature Station in
Land Between the takes . For more information. phone 1-XOO-LBL-7077.

Co/cmlar it~formuthm mmpiled hy Staff Writer f..inily
Block.

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL
r----------------------------,
NO. THE PROBLEM IS YOU'RE
UHM ... I PICK FLOWERS
NOT STIRRING UP ENOUGH
CONTROVERSY FOR US TO
WRITE ABOUT! THE REST OF
STAFF RUNS SWEAT SHOPS,
BUILDS BOMBS--ALL KINDS
OF STUFF!

ON CAMPUS.

Get Out
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Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don' t let your
weekend su ffer. All you need
is semi-reli able transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• music
1. Ashanti- "Ashanti''
2. Sheryl Crow - "C' mon,
C ' mon"

3. Celine Dion - "A New Day
Has Come"

4. Various Artists - "Now 9"
S. Soundtrack - "The Scorpion King"
Source: Associated Press

• around town
Murray - The annual "West

•movies

memphisinmay.org

1. The Scorpion King
SLarring The Rock

2. Changing Lanes
Starring Ben Affleck and
Samuel L. Jackson

3. Life or Something Like it
Starring Angelina Jolie

4. J ason X

Much music,in Memphis
BY SCOTT GIBSON

Starring Kane Hodder and
Lexa Doig

S. Murder by Numbers
Starring Sandra Bullock
Source : Associated Press

• books
l. Chr istine Northrup ·vrhe Wisdom of Menopause"

2. Mary Higgins Clark ..Daddy's Little Girl"

3. Mary Higgins Clark "On the Street W here You
Live"
4. Nor a Roberts - ..The
Villa"
S. Andrew Weil, Rosie
Daley
..The Healthy
Kitchen"
Source: Associated Press

STAFF WRITER

You aren't really going to study,
are you?
Instead of hitting the books this
weekend, take a study break and
travel to Memphis to enjoy the
music of more than SO bands at the
Beale Street Music Festival today,
Saturday and Sunday. The festival
has become famous throughout the
world, drawing visitors from
around the globe.
The three-day music festival is
held in downtown Memphis in Tom
Lee Park on the banks of the Mississippi River. Gabriel Kaelin,
senior from Louisville, went last

www.RoadsideAmerica.com
Ever wanted to see the only
two-story outhouse in Amen ca? Or a fu ll replica of Stonehenge? This Web site lists all
kinds of random and quirky
tourist attractions throughout
the United States.

Tower of Power really held in the
funk," Kaelin said.
This year there are more than SO
bands playing on four different
stages. Among the bands are contemporary groups like Hoobastank,
Puddle of Mudd and Counting
Crows, along with some older
bands such as Night Ranger. Cheap
Trick and Morris Day and rhe Time.
There will he music to please
everyone. Everything from blues
and rock to gospel and soul will be
played.
"The best part, I think, is just
hanging out with my friends and listening to some good music," Kaelin
said. ''I' m looking forward to seeing some bands I've never seen

before like Incubus and John
Mayer. Plus, you get to go have
some killer gumbo at B. B. King's
afterward."
The music starts at roughly 2 p.m.
each day and continues long into
the night. Since the festival will be
held outside, It will be presented
rain or shine. For security reasons
an entire list of things, such as beverages, food, cameras and recording
devices. is not allowed.
Smgle-day advanced tickets are
$17.50. Tickets purchased on the
day of the event are $22.50 each .
Tickets are available online at
www .ticketmastcr.com.
For more information, visit
www .memphisinmay.org.

Ramone album catchy, but not classic
BY MICHAEL DRIVER
STAff WRITER

• web site of the week

year and said the music is not the
only thing that draws crowds.
" It's the whole ambiance of Beale
Street in general," Kaelin said.
''There's some great Memp his barbecue."
Since Beale Street leads directly
to the park, officials in Memphis
close the historic street during the
festival.
''They actually close Beale Street
so you can walk down and see all
the vendors and shops," Kaelin
said .
Past festival perfonners include
the Dave Matthews Band, Van
Morrison, Widespread Panic and B.
B. King.
" I really enjoyed Dave, but

A little more than a year ago, a
legend died . Joey Ramone, best
known as the lead singer of the
Ramones. which almo~t singlehandedly started the punk revolution that sti11 affects popular music
today, passed away April IS, 2001.
However, before lymphatic cancer
sedated the punk rocker, he finished recording one last album,
"Don't Worry About Me.''
"Don't Worry About Me" begins
with Ramone's rendition of the

Robert Thiele/Georgc David Weiss
classic, "What a Wonderful
World." The song comes across as
heartfelt, and the pain in Ramone's
voice. along with an edge of hope,
makes it the best song on the 11track album.
The rest of the album is made up
of prototypical Ramoncs-style punk
rock from its later albums. Threechord song~ comprise the majority
of the album, but the appeal is
undeniable. The songs are catchy,
but lack any real staying power.
Ramone's frustration in .. Don't
Worry About Me" is evident

throughout the album. The songs
arc varied topically from a crush on
CNBC's Maria Bartiromo in the
song named after her to hts struggle
with cancer in " I Got Knocked
Down (But I'll Get Up) In "Vent·
ing (It's a Different World
Today)," Ramone expresses his
confusion about how the world
around him has changed since a
group of leather-jacket-clad rockers
named ·T he Ramones," who start·
ed playing their own songs after
they rcali7ed they couldn' t emulate
their idols. started ~ inging about
teenage angst as the biggest threat

to American society.
Ramone' s "Don' t Worry About
Me" may not b<! anything new, but
11 1s exactly how the punk rocker
should be remembered. His songs
are easy to relule to and hard to get
out of your head.
The Ramones' mus1c was always
about what was wrong and not fitting in. It created mustc that
allowed geeks everywhere to pretend they were cool lltd make
music, too. Joey Ramone may have
passed on, but he left behind a
record that carries that legacy with
pride Grad e: 8-

Ken tucky's Biggest Spr ing
City-Wide Yard Sale" happens this weekend from 7
a.m. to 3 p.m. The sales will
be taking place all over Murray.

•1 hour drive
Paducah - "Downtown Paducah After Dinner" starts this
weekend, with five blocks of
live entertainment and shopping on Saturday ni$hl.
Horse-drawn carriage ndes
and live music w ill also be
included.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - Check out popu ~
lar artists such as The Counting Crows, Pete Yom,
Garbage,
Incub us.
Ani
Difranco and John Mayer as
the three-day "Nashville
River Stages" musicfest takes
place in downtown Nashvi lle.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
LousiviUe - After hosti ng
Vanilla Ice last week. Jillians
Qrcsents Sugar Ray tonight.
Go sec the band beh ind "Fly"
and '•Every Morning." Doors
open at 7 p.m. and tickets are
$20.

Friday, May 3
1. Citywide Yard Sale: Maps S1 at Murray Chamber of commerce.
2. Kentucky High School Equestrian Series: west KY Expo at 9 a.m.;
Admission Free.
3. Relay For Life: Roy Stewart Stadium at 7 p.m.
4. Student Appreciation Day at Bookstore: 20°/o off all MSU apparel.

5. CHANNEL 99: Look for a listing of weekend activities 24 hours
a day. Channel 99 Is only carried on campus.

sunday, May 5
1. White Lightning Mountain Bike Race: Registration begins at 7:30
a.m. at North Welcome Station (LBL); event starts at 9 a.m. For more
information call 270-442-2758.
2. Student Appreciation Day at Bookstore: 20°/o off all MSU apparel.
3. Midnight Breakfast: 1o p.m.-Midnight; Free with Meal Plan, $2
without Meal Plan; at Winslow.

Saturday, May 4
1. Citywide Yard Sale
2. 20th Century Keyboard Festival at Performing Arts
Hall; 1 p.m., Admission Free.
3. Student Appreciation Day at Bookstore: 20°/o off all
MSU apparel.
4. Spring 2002 Final Exams Begin: May 4-May 1o.

5. CHANNEL 99: Look for listing of weekend
activities 24 hours a day. Channel 99 is only
carried on campus.

4. CHANNEL 99: Look for listing of weekend accivlc:ies 24 hours
a day. channel 99 is _only carried on campus.

..
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OMAS presents art show to public
Bryant. gallery director. "It' s not automatic that a student
gets in. There is only enough room Ill the gallery for
about I 00 pieces."
La-;t Friday. OMAS held a reception in honor of the
students. Many students were given awards and scholarships.
"We hall n blowout reception tor the show !<1st week,"
Bryant said. '1'here were 350 people in attendance.
There was about $19,000 in awards given to the students
in scholarships and prizes.''
OMAS is a student organization fur Murray State art
students. Art majors and minors can join for a year at a
time, said art student Jes~ica Brown. freshman from Pad-

BY SCOTT G IBSON
STAFf WRITER

The Organization of Murray Art Students is showing
ib latc:-ot exhihition in the Clara M . Eugle Art Gallery
until graduation.
The exhibition features drawings. paintings. prints,
photos, ceramics. functional dc:-;ign, metals, textiles and
sculpture:. m<lre than 90 pieces total. each done by Murray Stale students. Two juror,.;, a professional print maker
from Indianapolis and a curator from Nashville, picked
the pieces to enter the show.
"There were about 380 pieces entered," said Jim

ucah .
"We do projects for outside people,'' Brown said.
''When someone (wants) artwork. they usually come to
OMAS first. It's something great to put on your resume."
Brown was one of the students whose artwork was
entered in the show.
"I entered u painting and a table," Brown said. "My
table got in the show."
Along with the art pieces, the show featured poetry
readings and Argentine guitarist Daniel Homer last
week.
A continuation of the exhibition is at Fifteenth and
Olive Bar and Grille. The pieces are being shown there

because ~ome of the pieces would not lit in the gallery,
Bryant said.
The upper Eagle gallery is housing a senior sho\\ featuring works of nine Murray State art major am.l minor
seniors. The pieces in the senior show also will he shown
until graduation. A reception for the show will be. held on
May 10 in the gallery nt 6 p.m.
Both exhibitions arc open to the puhlic, and admission
is free. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Priday: 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tue~d<~y and
Thursday; and I p.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
For more information about U1e show, phone 7623052.

%~ VOUR GROtERV
0PriiLLI :::-~,..

R'SISIM VOUR PLUS BtJJrus
BI,INNINC IIIJN., MAV ti'·r:~

Books & Coffee
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COCA
COLA

.,..rrrl: Regular, Oiet
-or- CafhiM f,_
(W ~ACK/ 12

o&.

<OM)

.4~10
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(half gallon)

Eii!l
KROGER
ORANGE
JUICE

If you study at Castlerock you get
FREE REFILLS on house coffee!
·------~- ---· Good from
4/ -26 -to---------~
5/ 10

·--------~------ - - --~~-~-~·

LAY'S -or·
WAVY LAY'S
POTATO CHIPS
(S.S or:. bog)

Selected Varieties
(hGif gallon)

..AaiJ•

WHOLE
BEEF
TENDERLOIN

TIDE •Or• CHEER
DETERGENT

USDA CHOICI
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,.....,

HWDII -or- \100 o~) LIOUID

CHARM IN
TISSUE
DANISH
RIBS
1MA1L IOtoll
tiOll II 10 U. toll
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gifts from
around
the world
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Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at Spm

BRYAN
JUICY JUMBOS

KROGER
PORK & BEANS
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IICJI
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PORK &BEAN$
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charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lObster tail
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ASSORTED CHOPS,

$

31
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$
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WHOLE EYE OF
ROUND

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

KRAFT
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BARBECUE SAUCE CHEESE SINGLES
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SALAD DRESSlNGS

·'
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CHICKEN
BREASTS

DIIJGHJ' liMMS

-$179•.
II
c~gg,."

SPLIT
CHICKEN BREASTS ~
TYSON

...

famity Pak

-

of

~

..

CHICKEN THIGHS

eot- DRUMSTICKS
1'YSON

fomlly Peak

CHICKEN
WINGS
TY$0N

. . ....,. . .

...._._........
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TillS AI

..,...

11GC--.D"'D....... ~-
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MURRAY, KY
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...
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.......

Murray

Service Hours M -F 7 30-5:00

lacon Wrapped

)

Please call for

CHICKEN BREAST
FILETS

Competitive Pricing

,,....,
(S lb. pkg.)

HOLTEN
BEEF PATTIES

For all your car care nee ds

•• Doe*lt ~~ "CMH OW' COUpold
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Shuttle Service Available
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Students discover Korea through food
BY KYSER LOUGH
COllEGE l.•E EDITOR

Several students got a small taste of
what they will experience for two
weeks this summer.
Before traveling to Korea for a twoweek program uuring the summer,
study abroad students came together
for a final orientation meeting and
Korean dinner Tuesday.
The entire meal was made up of traditional South Korean dishes, wh.ich
were cooked by Korean students under
the direction of Soo-Jin Yun, graduate
student from Daegu. South Korea.
Yun said the dishes served were all
common food dishes in South Korea.
Items included on the menu were
Ohksusu-cha (tea made from roasted
corn), Chap-chae (sweet potato noodles with vegetables and pork) and
Sul-gogi (meat and vegetables marinated in soy sauce, rolled with lettuce
and served with steamed white rice).
'"The food IS different, but good,"
said Jnyme Gibson, senior from Mur-

ray. 'Til be eating lots of soup and
rice; the seaweed isn't too bnd.
either."
This is the first year that the twoweek trip to Korea, ::.ponsored by the
Institute for International Studies, will
be taking place
"We huve an institutional agrcem~nt
with Dncgu University," said Study
Abroad Coordinator Melanic McCallon. ''Last year we sent faculty; this
year we are including students."
The trip will be like any other study
abroad program, with students earning
credit hours while being immersed in
foreign culture. onJy this trip will be
more rushed Students v.ill have
opportunities to eat Korean food, take
tac kwon do and learn traditional
dancing and calligraphy.
Jessica D•ckirson. graduate student
from Sumner, lll., saiu one of her main
reasons for joining the program was
the travel opportunity.
"I have never been to another country before and wanted to tnlVel before
1 got out of college," Dickirson said.

Dickirson had been signed up to
travel with the agriculture department
to Europe, but the trip was canceled.
"I already had my passports and all,
so 1 signed up for the Korea trip,"
Dickirson said.
Jen:.cn Douglas, irregular student
from Murray, is studying abroad for
her second time.
"I went on the KEES program to
France a few years ago," Douglas said.
'"It was a great opportunity and a good
deaL"
Douglas' mother went to Korea last
year, which was a deciding factor in
her signing up for the trip, Douglas
said . Another factor that went into her
decision was the low cost. approximately $1 ,300. of the program.
"You can't go on vacation for this
cheap plus get six credit hours." Douglas said.
The students and facu lty will leave
May II and return two weeks later.
For more infom1ation on the ~tudy
abroad program, call the liS a(762-

4152.

Jenny Hahn/ Tht-1 News

Students a nd faculty go through the buffet line at the Discover Korea dinner on Tuesday in
the lobby of Woods Hall. The meul featured traditional and popular South Ko rea n dishes.

Study abroad p~icipants receive pins in ceremony
BY M ICHAEL DRIVER
STAFF WRITER

There are award ceremonies for practically every
department and type of accomplishment at Murray
State, but until recently, there \~as not a \\ay to recognitc students who have studied abroad.
Melanie McCallon. study abroad coordinator, said the
idea for u pinning ceremony came to her while attending
a national conference. She got the provost's support for
the idea. and on April 25, aflcr discussing several recognition possibihlles, the first pinning ceremony occurred.
"It is a recornition of students who have studied
abroad,'' McCallon said. ''I wanted to find a way to
award these students for academic success from study
abrond. They get a lot of personal success from study
abroad, but in <~ddition to those experiences, there's also

the ac.;ademic experiences of study abroad,"
Students who studied with the Kentucky Institute for
International Studies, the Cooperative Center for Study
Abroad, AustraLearn and the International Business
Seminar were invited to the first pinning ceremony.
However, McCallon said any student who studies
abroad should be recognited, not just students in those
particular programs.
"If there are stuuents studying abroad who come to
me for assistance, we want them to be recognized,"
McCallon said. "We're not always aware of all of the
students."
The ceremony allowed students a chance to share
what they had learned and experienced in the1r studies.
''The great thing of study abroad i~ that they feel like
they have something in common," McCallon said.
"They all have a feeling that they've done something

extraordinary."
Brent McKown, graduate student from Sikeston. Mo ..
who stud ied in Regensburg. Germany, agreed .
"My !>Cif-confiden<.:e got a huge boost, especially
when you enter that kind of environment where you
know nothing," McKown said. "It'~ being able to function in a completely different setting. in a whole new
system."
The pins the students ret:eived have two flags on them
-one of the United States and one from the country the
student studied in. The pin may be worn on the gown
duri ng graduation.
"I was really happy to have something to put on my
gown at gmduation to say 'I've done thts, and I've succeeded at it,' " McKown ~aid . "1 think it's really wonhwhile to step out of your ::.afety net here at home to go
abroad nnd study. T was really glad that students who

study abroad are finally going to be recognized formally for what they do. It's a big step."
The experience of studying abroad also can be important to a resume.
"We had students that were saying they ha\e a job
lined up after graduation, and one wns asked repeatedly
about her study abroad experience in an interview,"
McCallon sniu.
The department plans on holding at least one ceremony each semester 10 recognize students \\ ho study
abroad. McCallon saiu they are currently in the process
of catching up on all the students that have not been recognized and hope to further refine the proces!).
Said McCallon: "When students return. \\e' ll huve a
re·entry reception to talk about what their experience
was like and all those fun things, but we'll also have the
pinning ceremony in with that."

Shampoo, Cut, & Style

c1tw,

MSU- 10°/o OFF

~rtU£~

...._ _....._ Hair Designs
305 }J. 12tlt • Unlversltfl Square
~53-}VINJE

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

WAL K-INS ONLY!

CHILl CH€.€.5€. ~RI€.5
MIGHlY M€.L /5

Try all of these
Items for a low
price of just

SIARIJNC-, AI

Yes, you'll think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahu. Maui, or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
The beautiful tropical-themed center is open with three certified therapists whose only
job is to give you the best massage. So, you will never have to
be behind spa or beauty shop customers.

£VERY lvE.5DAY

CoNlEY

Relax in Hawaii and be back to
class in one hour!

DoGs

3 CH€.€.5€. StiCKS

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Shelia or
Margaret at 767-0045.

JO'o Orr \,./JIH

~;~,;~~:::nt ~veG!D.
Au
Foo . .
1

Mayfield, 1210 Paris Road

Aaa

tu~ERICAN

D

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray
P .S. • G i ft Cert i ficates Avai l able NOW!

VIDEO GOLD
(B~hi.,c:l

1-tc:.rc:l~~~>

I.

• THOUSANDS OF DVDs & VIDEO GAMES •
RENT ANY 3 ITEMS FOR 2 DAYS FOR $7.95 •
• HUNDREDS OF VHS FOR SALE •
• BUY ANY 2 VHS AND GET ONE FOR FREE •
• WE SELL USED DVDs & GAMES •

Loans On A11ything Of Value

We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV,s • Coins
Car Stereos • Musical Equipn1ent • jewelry

JWI§U T.A.NNINEi SPECI.A.L

Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • VCR's

15 VISITS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• $30
1 MONTH UNLIMITED ••••••••••••••••••••• $30
25% DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS

Home Stereos • lvlicro\vaves • Camcorders
Donn Refrigerators • Miscellaneous

713 S. 12 ST. MUR.RAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a .m. - 7:30p.m.

OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30

759-4944
1206 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY

a
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U I"l.i v-ersi t:y Store
Extended Hours
May 6-10
Monday - Thursday 8 a.01. - 7:30 p.01.
Friday 8 a.01. - 6 p.01.

Bring 1:he111 Back!
Whe1:her u&ed on 1:hi& ca1 •~pu& or no1:.
·
We buy all 1:i1:1e& having
re&ale 1•~arke1: value.

PRE-PACKAGED
TEXTBOOK SERVICE
Your Prepackage Order Automatically
"REGISTERS YOU TO WIN"
Your Pre-package!
The Student whose name is drawn on
Thursday, August 1 will receive their
•
Prepackage order FREE.

I~----------------,
5%
-#...~
~
5% I
I
University Store
I
I
I
I
Bring This Coupon To
I
The University Bookstore
I
I
I
For a 5°/o DISCOUNT on
I
Your FAll 2002
:

I
I
I
I

PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOKS
To be eligible for the 5°/o textbook discount we must receive )'OUr
Prepackage Textbook order form and a copy of your Fall 2002 class
schedule, alcmg with this original coupon on or before Friday,
May 10. Your Prl' packaged Textbook orders will be ready
for pickup on Friday, August 16 .

:

I
I
I
I

~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAYS
20°/o off MSU Imprinted Apparel and other Selected Merchandise
Including Clearance Sportswear

May 3-5
Universit:y Bookst:ore • i!"d Floor • Curris Cent:er
76i!-43BB or 1-BDD-74g-8580
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Retirement of
former Bulls

Women's tennis player
enjoys MSU atmosphere

in question
The NBA playoffs are still being
contested, with Kobe Bryant and
ShnquiiJe O'Neal en route to lead the
~os Angeles Lakers to a third-consecutive title.
However, Michael Jordan. recognized by most as the greatest ever, 1s
not in the playoffs. The weight of the
Washington Wizards proved too much
for his knee, forcing him out for almost
the entire second half of the season.
With him went the Wizards' playoff
hopes.
By the same token, Scottie Pippen.
Jordan' s ex-Chicago Bull teammate
now playing with the Portland Trailblazers, was devastated once again in
the first round at the hands of the Lakers.
Many of us may remember the glory
days of the Chicago Bulls, whether it
be the buzzer beaters Mike had agamst
the Cleveland Cavaliers or Scottie's
thunderous dunks against the New
York Knicks in the playoffs.
The Bulls were definitely the team of
the 90s, winning six titles during that
period and dominating all competi tors. MJ and Scottie. the dynamic duo
comparable to Batman and Robin,
were s imply unstoppable. The two
racked up honors year after year. such
as NBA First-Team and All-Star selections, to go along with their championships. These two men deservedly
have been named two of the 50 greatest players of all
Sports Talk time and, in the
past season. have
proved that they
are still able to
compete and excel
against rhe bes t
players in the
world. However,
has it come time
for these two to
ret are?
Scottie Pippen is a seven time NBA all-star,
winning the MVP
award
in 1994and
O.j.
named to the NBA
tlRINGTON
All - Defensive
Team 9 times, as
~'(J ordan)
well as earning a
took a team s pot on the 1992
and 1996 United
that did not States Summer
even k now Olympic teams.
has accomhow to spell Scottie
plished
many
'win' and
great feats in his
positioned it 15-year career that
has secured hi s
as a senous s pot in the Nationcontender in al Basketball Hall
of Fame, so is it
the league." time for him to
retire'! If we were
to look at the stats,
the answer would
be yes.
His scoring
has fallen consistently every year since 1996, and wtth
it most of his other stats, such as
rebounding and assists. He went to the
Blazers in hope. that he would have
one final shot at a championship, but
the Lakers seem to be getting stronger
every year.
Some would say Scottie is only tar·
nishing his career by continuing to
play. However, to these people I give
these stats - 18 points, 11 rebounds,
and eight assists in game three of thi.,
years· playoff series against thl! Lakers. Scottie may be just a shadow of his
old self. but his shadow is better than
half the players _in the league right
now.
Similarly. there is Michael Jordan,
whose name virtually means ' 'basket·
ball." I cannot even begin to do justice
to the stats that MJ has achieved over
his career, so 1 will focu s on those
intangible things that are not rccordeo
by stats. MJ is respons ible for the
worldwide recognition of basketball
and its popularity in all corners of the
earth. MJ brings an e'citemcnt to the
game like no player before him and no
present NBA star. What MJ did this
year I feel is more impress ive than all
the championships he won with Chicago. He took a team that did not even
know how to spell "win" and positioned it as serious contenders in the
league. The Wizards more than doubled their previous season' s win total
before the all-star hreak.
Jordan 1s '>till one of the top ten players 10 the league, able to dominate on
any given night. The question, therefore.
should not be will he retire. but why is
he not the top candidate for MVP?

O.J. Elrington i.r a I111rior telecommunications svstem.v mwwgemnll majol'
.from Belize City. Bl'iize.

Murray State senior Ker ry-Lea G la~s led the women's tennis team to an
NCAA Tournament berth with her 10-14 record in singles play.

Story by Justin McGill • Photo by Jenny Hahn

After two years at Tu lsa University.
Kerry-Lea Glass decided to transfer to
another school. Without even visiting, she
chose Murray State.
Two years later, the decision ap~ars to
have been a wise one.
" I wish I had come to Murray State from
the beginning," Glass said.
Glass. senior for the women's tennis
team, was an imponant part of MSU's
2000 and 2001 Ohio Valley Conference
Championship victories.
OriginaJiy from Johannesburg. South
Africa, Glass' parents moved to Alpharet111, Ga .. after she transferred to MSU. She
had played in some junior tournaments
during high school and decided to take her
tennis talents to Tulsa.
After two seasons she described as
tumultuous at Tulsa. Glass decided to look
elsewhere and called Keasling, who told
her that junior Cheryl Graham was in
Atlanta and considering joining MSU's
tennis team. Glass joined up with Graham
and sophomore Melissa Spencer, who
were also in the area at the time. The four
played doubles matches during the summer.
"We (Glass and I) played awesome, and
we hadn't even played together before,"
Spencer said. "We definitely had a good
chemistry before we even came to Murray: •
Gluss said the chemistry between her,
Spencer and Graham made her decision to
come to MSU an easy one.
"From meeting those two girls, I said
' I 'm coming to Murray,"' Glass said. " I
didn ' t even consider another school. I felt
so comfortable with them."
Keasling said the addition of Glass made
a huge impact on the team's success.
"She is a wonderful person who you
could just visit with all day." Keasling
sHid. "She makes you fee l so warm and
comfortable. She brings in a lot of positive
energy."
Glass said Keasling helped h~r improve
her game by relieving the tension she had
played under at Tulsa.

"She never expects anything Jess than
110 percent, but she never puts pressure on

anyone," Glass said. "She'll never be one
of those coaches that says "if you don't
win. you can't do this.' Sh<: recruits mainly for personality rather than performance.
There are little things she does that no
other coach would think about."
From the stan of Glass' time at MSU.
the team created a fami ly-type atmosphere.
" I've had so much fun," Glass said.
"I've never met a team where everyone
gets along so well. The team members are
all best friends. We do everything together. It's unusual because you'd think we'd
get too much of each other. but we don't."
Glass :;aid the team members can simply
look at each other and tell how they are
doing on any given day.
"We don't even have to look at the
scores," Glass said. "We can look at body
language. and we know each other so well
you know exactly how each other is doing.
Communication on the team is really
good."
Glass said camara<ierie was never more
evident than during MSU's OVC Tournament match again'>t Tennessec:-Manin. She
teamed with Melissa Spencer for the No. I
doubles match that would decide which
team won the doubles point.
"Melissa and I won 9-8, and the whole
guys' and girls' teams were standing
around and creat ing this unbelievable
atmosphere," Glass said. ''It pumped us up.
Doing that for your teammate is second
nature. You don't even think of not doing
it."
Spencer said Glass is one of her best
friends.
''I've only known her two years, and I
feel like I've known her rny whole life."
Spencer said. "We have something you
don't find very often. I've never met anyone like her."
Overall, Glass said she looks at her time
at MSU as a positive experience.
"I'm reaJiy happy I came here," Glass
said. " I couldn't have chosen a better
school than Murray.''

Golf teams compete for OVC Championship
Hedley wins individual championship;
women's golf captures conference title
BY CHRIS JUNG
SPORTS

B Y CHRIS JUNG

EonoR

Ohio Valley Conference Coach
of the Year ... check.
OVC individual champion ...
check.
2002 OVC Tournament Champion~hip
check.
After a two-year hiatus, the
Murray State women's golf team
swept all possible honors
Wednesday and is back on top
after capturing the 2002 OVC
title at the Paducah Country Club.
" I' m extremely proud of this
team," llead Coach Velvet ~1•lk
man said. "They played a grt!at
round or golf toduy:·
Murray State's championship
is the team's fir.-t since 1999.
when the squall had won three
stnught. After settling for runnerup dunng the past two toumaments, MSU :.hot an OVC Champiom;hip single-round reconl 306
for the third round and wrapped
up tlw overall title after leading
the lir-.t two rounds.
Sophomore Cuyler lledlcy led
MSU with a 75-88-73=236 and
won the individual championship
by two ~trokcs. After a strong
O(>l!ning round, lledley fired an
88 on Tuesday but ne\·er lost her
cool.
"I wasn't too disappointed
bt~cause I didn't shtlOtthe ball that
b:td," l ledley <;aid. "Even with an
88. I was only four strokes back,
so that helped a lot. ..
Hedley's teammates farl!d just
as well as MSU placed three players in the top five of the tournament. Junior Stephanie Baskey
finished tiell lor third with a
ahree-dny score of 87-77-75=239.
and sophomore Nikki Orazine
placed fifth shooting an 82-8278=242.
"I think !hilt jtN really shows
the strength of our team,'' Milkman said. "This team has just had
such a good year.''
Atier the opening two rounds
of the toumamcm. four :.lrokes
separated thn:e teams, nil in the
hunt with defending champion
Tennessee Te<.: h lurking"" y,cJI.
"When we made that tinalturn
we were C\cn." Milkman said.
"But I think it w:~ their dctcnni-

Men's golf starts tourney hot,
falls on back nine of final round
SPORTS EDITOR

After a subpar spring that featured
disappointing play from the Murray
State men's golf team, there were
very few members of the Murray
community who were optimistic for
the success of the men' s squad in the
Ohio Valley Conference Championships.
"We knew that not a lot of people
believed in us," senior Matt Stark
said. "And rightly so; we didn't have
a great spring. But we all knew that
we would be right in the thick of
things.''
The men's team was in the thick
of the race Wednesday after two
rounds at the Paducah Country Club.
The squad was one shot behind second-round leader Mwehead State.
but finished sixth, shooting 29930 I -308=908, 16 shots behind
champion Austin Peay.
Stark, playing in his final conference championship, led MSU with a
75-75-72=222 and fi nished fifth .
Despite Stark's strong performance, MSU was forced to turn to
its No. 4 and No. 5 golfers for production.
"In college golf. if you have to dip
into the well and depend j ust on your

No. 4 and No. 5 guys, it's going to
burn you." Stark said. "We dipped
into that well too much this week."
Freshman Blake Damell also had
u productive tournament, placing
13th ovemll with a 74-78-74=226.
and senior Alex Sundsten finished
tied for 22nd with u 76-74-H2=232.
Junior Brandon Henson, defending OVC individua l champion, started the t•hampionship with a firstround 74 but was unable to produce
the way he had hoped. He finished
the final two rounds with an 80 and
an 83 respectively to give ham a
three-round score of 237, good
enough for a tie for 34th.
'
" 1 had a lot more pressure on me
this year,'' Henson .said. "But I don't
think that affected me. I just dido 't
play as well a:. I could have today."
Sophomore Kyle Congdon rounded out the men's scoring with a 37th
place finish. shooting a 82-7482=238.
Even without complete support
from the community. MSU still
made quite a statcml!nt with its tworound run nod was near the top until
the back nine on Wednesday.
"Everyone just ran out of gas,"
Stark said. "The OVC championship
is just a much different animal. It's a
very grueling tournament.''

Karri Wurth/The News

Murray State fres hma n Santie Koch drives the ball and
finishes tied for 12th with an 86-82-80=248 to help the
\\ omen's golf team \\in the OVC title.
nation th<U made the difference.''
Heading into Lhc third ruund,
Hedley was coming otT tht: third\\orst performance of nny individual in the second round of the:
tournament . Regardless of her
difficulties. llcdley ncH'r gave
up. She would go onto birdie lour
out of the final six hole'> in the
third round to cam the vktory.
"She reali1.cd that she dido 't hit
the ball as well :l" <,he could,"
Mlll..man said. "But it jm.t show'>
how much ot n competitor :;he is."
lledlc) clnlx>rated,
"Every tournament I go in to, I
try to play my best." lledley said.
" If your best is bcl!cr then everyone else's best on thl\l pamcular
duy, then y(l\1 win.''
With a weather foreca't that
mcludcd scattered thunden.tomls

and overcast w~:;llher during the
third round, M1lkman had her
squad prepared for any situation.
"They .,., ere mentally ready to
play in bad weather," Milkman
said. "We've pl:tyed in rnin
before."
Hedley agreed.
"l.oh of team~ go home or stay
inside when it rains," Hedley
said " Hut that just show:; how
good of a con<.:h (Milkmanl is.
She would have u~ go out and
play like nom1al in the rain. even
af it was for an hour.''
;'-.1ilkrnun was named OVC
Coach of the Yenr tor the foUJ1h
t1mc in her nine-) ear career
" \\'e wouldn't lx: here '' ithout
her,'' llcdley said. "She pumps us
up nml is always here for u~.
She's :.mazing."

Karri

Wurth/ The News

Murray State sophomore Kyle Congdon watches his putt roll as he
shoots a 82-74-82<=238, whicb placed him tied for 37th individually.
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spoit[lght
att Stark,
Cuyler Hedley
Matt Stark and
uyJer Hedley are
in this week's

~ ........ Scores ...

;,;20

r::v

Racer Sp(lrtLight.

Stark, ~nior

Correction

from the men's
golf te,lm, fin·

lished fifth overall

, nd first for MSU
in theOVC
Championships.

Stark shot a 7575-72=222 to lead

IMSU's sixth place
overall finish.
Hedley, sopho--

In la5t week's issue of 'The Murray
State News," one name was misspelled
and two were left out of the women's
rowing brief.
FrE'Shman coxswain Nicole Brandt and
sophomore Anna Grout were ommitted
from the rowing recap, nnd sophomore
L.1uren Heins' name was spclk>d incorrectly.
"The Murray State News" apologizes
for the error.

Frefrom the
women's golf
team1 won the
individual cham·
pionship at the

Racers add Tompkins list of
spring basketball signees

OVCChampipn.sbips.
Hedley shot a
5-88-and course'best 73=.236 to lead
MSU to its fir&
title since 1999.

Murray State mL•n's basketball Head
Coach Tevcstcr Anderson announc(.>d the
addition of Hilton Tompkins to the list of
spring signees Thursday.
Tompkins averagl•d 15.8 point:;, six
rebound~, four .lssbts and two blocked
shots per game in his senior season at
Canton High School, Anderson's alma

mat<.'r.

Fastfact
On May 3,1970,
;rain ioret.>d 36

holes of golf to be
layoo in one day
nt the Byron Nelson Classic, but
olf fans were

treated to the
ports' preeminent stars, Jack
Nkkwusapd
jAmold Palml'>~',

·ng paired
together aU day.
A record crowd
of 30,CX)() lined the
fAirways for their
duel. which needa playoff to
deddt" th.e outcome.

Voyles ties school record;
' Breds fall to Evansville, SIU
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
squandered yet another solid pitching
performance with a 3·1 loss to Evansville

Wl>dnesday.
Senior shortstop Mike Voyles created
some excitement for MSU, however, as
the sl.'nior extended his hitting strl'ak to
18 games. The previous streak wns sl't in
1976 by John Sicmanowski.

Voyles will attempt to break the n>cord to add fun and competition to th<.' final
at 2 p.m. Saturday whl'!llhe 'Breds travel spring workouts, featurl>d Racer football
to Austin Peay.
players competing in six different cvcnb
Attempting to avengl' last week's loss beginning in the weight room.
to Southern Illinois, the 'Breds came up
Vinson dividt..'<.i the 14 seniors into
short Tuesday in a 3-2loss to theS;,Iukis. pairs and had each pair draft the r!'main·
Despite a strong outing by sophomore ing underclassmt'n in order to make up
right-hander Bart Peach, the 'Breds were the rest of the teams. events included the
unable to capitalizt• nnd feU victim to SIU 22S.pound bench press, the 200-pound
for thl' Sl'<Ond time in two weeks. Peach fam1cr':-; walk, the death grip, fire truck
threw seven-and-two-thirds innings, push and obstacle course.
illlowing four hits and two earned runs
For the fire truck push, each l'ight·
member team worked together to pu:.h a
and striking out six.
Junior second hc1scman Ronnit• Sc-ets 58,000·pound fire truck across the Roy
had three hits for the 'Bn.>ds and drove in Stewart Stadium parking lot.
two runs, while junior first hc1seman Brl•tt
McCutchan had two hits of his own with Women's rowing meets U of L
a run scon.od in the loss.
at state championships
With two outs nnd the score tiro in the
The Murray State women's rowing
bottom of the eighth inning, Peilch gave
team
tr,wded to Louisville Saturday to
up a single to left fidd and remaitwd in
compctl.'
in a dual nwl't with thl' Cardi·
the ganw to face SJU's Toby Barnett, who
nals.llaving
the only two Division·! rowdoubled to drive in the go-ahead run.
ing
teams
in
the'state,
the dual meet was
Murrny State's rally in the ninth inning
transforml'<.i
into
the
Kentucky
Intercolleended when junior centl.'rfielder Gamer
Rowing
Chmnpionship~.
giate
Byars grounded out to third base with
Dl>spite h,wing much of the competitwo runners on base.
tion cancdL>d as a result of bad wcilther,
Racer football competes in the novice fours team was i!ble to com·
pete. MSU finished with a time of 8:43.4,
first Iron Horse Challenge
om•·half Sl'Cond lx-hinJ Louisville.
Following a strenuous off-season rt.'gi·
The novice fours ll'am in Louisvilh.' fea·
men and hours of spring practice, the tured frL~hman wxswain Nicole Brandt
Murray State foolhc1ll team received a and freshmen Candace Wallace, Lensey
"break" beginning Tul'Sday as condition- Edwards and Kristin Slater.
ing coach Mike Vinson introduc('CI the
in;mgural Iron llorse Challenge.
Sports Bri,•fly is compiled lly Sports f.'ditor
The three-day evmt, which was mmnt Chris jung

OVC Baseball

OVC Baseball

Standings

Schedule

SEMO
Murray State
Morehead State
F.o:;tl•rn Kentucky
Eastl'rn llhnois

Austin Peav

Tenn~sce Tech
renncssce.Martin

10.2
7-5
8-6
8-6
6-5
5-7
4-7
3-13

Racer Athletic
Schedule

May4

B~!K'ball

r~1rm Kmtu<LyO Jl.•wlltlj; Gm:n U>lll.

S.ttur,l.ly (II Austin Peay <Dill. 2 p.m

noon
UT·M.vun 0 Sou~ llhnob (OH), 1 p.m
Mvrth....S $t•te 4i [a,t.,.,.n III•n<·•• <DW, I
pm
Murtd)" ~<••~ I] Au,hn J•,.,,y IIlii), 211m
::;FMOG h·nni'S>I.-..·Tf'l.·h (!)Ill, 2 rm

M.1y5
Brlrmnt 0 liT·MArtin IDI B. 1
Morl'il<'>d St.tte@ Eultm mino~J, I p.m
Mumy Sl.ltr 0 Amt!n l'ray, 2 I'll\.
SEMO G T,.,,...,......, Tt-dt, 2 p rn.

r.m.

S\1nday 6 A~Jl;tln l'eay, 2 p.m.
Mdyl2vs.Te~Tcch,2p.m.

t-idy 14@ M ...mph"
M.ty 17@ E.tst<'m lllin<>ts (IJI [), 2

p.m.
M:.y 1801ia..'ilem llhnoi5,1 pm.
May 22-25 0 OVC Owmpl{rnshi~

CBrooks Stadium. T'•duoth)

Woml!n'a Rowing
May llt-l'H~ N\ CA C<'lllral Rl'glrn•

Spnnts, lllt\ (0.11< R1d~t·, T(·nn.)

2002 Tennis NCAA
Championship
Pairings

aLauls 4

~11c......,,

Saturday, May I I ,vs.
No. 7 Kentucky (20-9) at Lexi ngto n
Single;
No. 1- Nikola Arack\ sr. (20-5)
No, 2- Fn.'<fdy ~und<>tcn, fr. ( 19-6)
No.3-'l'hiago C'JOO<lim,jr. (14-10)
No.4 -Alex Hoyern, soph ( 18-6)
No.5- Zak Bahri. soph. (13-9)
No.6- M1ke Schmidbaucr,jr. (13-11)

.........

UT-MIItln
lposlpaned - ....

Doubles
No. 1 - Arncic/Sundstcn (20-4)
No. 2 - C'..ondim!Ho) em ( 18-4)
No. 3 - Bahri!Schmidoouer ( 13-9)

Murray State Women's Tenni'i (17-9)
Saturday, May I I vs. No. 4
Vandc.rbilt (25-4) at Nashvi ll e
Singles
No. I -Melissa Spcll\:cr, soph. ( 13·7)
Nu. 2- Kcny-Lca Glass, sr. ( 10·14)
No. 3- Jaclyn Leeper, fr. (I M·5)
No. 4 - Maria Alonte, sr. (I (,.S)
No.5 -Jennifer Ward, fresh. (15-6)
No. 6- Cheryl Graham, jr. ( 12-2) or Annette
Steen. Jr. (12-7)
l>oubles
No.•1 ... Glass/Spencer (13-9)
No. 2- GrahamiLec{l'-~ (7·6)

No.3- Alonte/Steen (1:5·5)

Fr.ttunltv
Chi Alpha

Alpha Sigma l'h1
l'i K.tppa Alph.t
S•gma C:h1

Sorority
Alrh" Camm1 Uc1t~
AI ph" Omlcr<'ll 1'1
Alph.1 Sigm.1 AI ph.,

Slgm., Sigma S•gm.l

Greek I ugu<:'s
l,;~mbd.t

·.

lsa.o 5

Murray State Men's Tennis (19-7)

Intramural All-Sport
Standings

Men'' •nd \Vomen't Tennis
Mondlly·Wcdneday 0 NCAA
Cltlltnpt<JT~Shtps, TDA

MSU.2

lJS_<;

125
118
116

9-1

As of Mny2. AII·Sport $/a11dmgs n.-r~
Ullllt'll:!ahlt• ftJr Rcidmllal Colhgt"S

1~~

127
1(1.1,!;

Alpha "l ""Omega

91

Alpha Gamma Rho
Slgtna Phi EpsUun
<;,gma Pi

{.5
57
37

Mt-n'a and Women'a Outdoor Tr.adc

Fnd.ty·S.thln:l.ty 0 OVC C.:h.tmpt·
vnsh1ps (C.tpt> Girllnll•au, M••.)

MSUS

UAl.R 3

~GameTwol
Aptl21
MSU9

UAl.R 1

so.c.: ovc ..... -

An MSU Tradition Since 1983
Mexican Food
Deli sand-wiches/BBQ
Fresh salads
soup of the Day

Daily cajun specials
IIf)]W 0Q!JIMIIMIJ31i

~®®ill0

Mon.-sat. 11 a.tn.-1 2 a.m.
sunday 11 a.111.-8 p.111.
• ..J bedroom /4 bathroom

11[Tiil0 0®UilltJ~lli

• 2 bcdmom/2 batJtroom

• Indiviclual leas<'s
•
•
•
•

Bands Every Thursday Night
call for Li.neup
3Jeed a fast lunch? 'fry us!
tj)ine 'Jn or cearry Qut
Corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866

Wa..,her & dryer ill C<ll'h apt.
Swimming pool
Lighted tennis court
Private bath in c•ach bedroom

• High ~twc-d Intcm<~t
• ClubhmL'iC with pool table, foosball, ping pong,

----,

stereo, TV
• Fully fumished or unfurnished
• Fitness center
• FREE cable wil h 1lBO
• FHEI~ water
• Mmutes from campus
* 6 month leases available for ·4 br units only. ~
Call for details.
'"''..... _,
j)f'fo&,li!IIJ~ll'

759-3003 I 1700 Lowes Drive I MurrayPlace.con1

Sporls
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Track warms up with Twilight
BY JusTIN McGILL
STAFF WRITER

After its final meet before this weekend's
Ohio Valley Conference Championships at
Southeast Missouri, the Murray State track
team has one athlete within reach of qualifyi ng for the NCAA Championships.
Sophomore thrower Brian Knippen
clmmcd first place in shOt put Saturday at
the MSU Twilighl. Knippcn's throw of
17.54 meters is just short of the NCAA provisional qualifying mark of 17.80
Murray State Head Coach Bob Doty said
he helicves Knippen has as good a chance
as anyone to qualify for the NCAA Championship~.

''He's a hard worker, and he's very dedicated." Doty said. "He wants to do it. and
that's the main thing. No matter how bad
we want him to do it, it's up to him. He's
decided he wants to do it."
Including Knippen's pcrfonnance. MSU
had mne flfSt-place finishes at the Twi light.
"We had a super effort from the kids,"
Doty said. "It was a run meet. The kids
really perfonned well,"
The women had four athletes place first
in the running events.
Sophomore runner Chantal Curtis fin·
ished first in the I 00-metcr dash, turning in
a time of 12.73 seconds. In the 200·meter
dash, senior nmner Camille Dunlen won

with a time of 26.84 seconds. Senior runner
Emily Herndon took first in the 3,000·
meter steeplechac.e with a time of II minutes. 31 .:!9 $econds. The 4x I00-mcter relay
team of Curtis, Durdt"n, sophomore Wendy
Barger and senior Adrian Mayes finished
first in 49.34 seconds.
In the hammer throw, freshman thrower
Jamie Nurnberger took first with a throw or
43.24 meters.
"We looked preuy good," distance coach
Pablo Sanchct said. "Our women's throwers are looking really good. We're hoping
everything pans out for us {at the OVC
Championships)."
1l1e men's team tinishcd first in fou r
eyents - two running and two throwing.
"They did fairly well," Sanchez said.
"We're looking glXxi going into (the Ohio
Valley Conference meet). We're feeling
very confidcnl."
Knippen was one of two MSU men's
throwers to take first place. Junior Jon
Cargill 's 52.78 -meter effort was good
enough to win the hammer throw. Cargill
said he was looking forward to the hammer
throw at the Twilight. Since the event is not
offered at the OVC Champion!>hips. Saturday's hammer throw was his la-;t of the season.
"After a couple of ~ubpar pcrfom1ances
in the past weeks, it was good to come nut
and throw well." Curgill sa1d. " It felt goo<.l

to come out and throw back up to my
potential.''
Sophomore runner Justin Watts finished
first in the .tOO-meter iutennediatc hurdles
with a time of 54.23 seconds. and senior
James Smith won the 3,000-meter steeplechase with a time of9;31.99.
Sanchez said Knippen is the only MSU
nthlete close to the NCAA qualifying mark.
"It's a long shot, and you know where
y<)U might be in reach," Sanche/. said.
"We'll just have to sec if our kids can rise
up to the occasion.''
Junior thrower Garren Middleton bmke
his ankle preparing for hi~ discu~ attempt
Saturday and will not compete this weekend. Also que.stionable for the OVC Championships are senior pole vaulter David
Bowersox (doctor's decision). senior runncr Dwayne Johnson (hamstring), junior
jumper Deswcll Gardmer (foot), Mayes
(knee) nnd sophomore runner Joan Lcttman
(foot).
"We're going into the meet pretty weak
right now." Doty said. "Whenever you
have trouhle like this. other ldtls seem to
step up and take o'·er responsibility. Thm's
what we're hoping for right now."
Cargill said confidence will be important
for the team at the OVC Chnmpion~hips.
''You need to be confident,·• Cargill said,
" If you go in with a pes~irni:stic nttitudc,
you've lnst from the stan."

(Far left) l\1urra)' Sta te senior Natalie C handler "orks
ha rd to j ump the hurdle and ends up in sixth place for the
women's toO-meter high hurdles.
(Left) Murray State senior James Smith leads the pack as
be wins the men's 3,000-mctcr steeplechase event with a
time of 9:31.99.
(Above) Murray Sta te junior Oeswell Gardiner goes airbornE.' and places third in the men 's high jump with a distance of 6.55 meters.
Photos by Ry.1n Br<x>ks/ 1he New:>

Callowa_y Inn
Murray
Now Under New Ownership
and Management

All Rooms $39+tax
Clean Rooms, H.BO, Pool

The sist rs of Sigma
Sigma SigmB would like
to congl"at~o~late the
following sisters
Officers
PresiC:tent- Annie Lawson
Vice President - Richa Hobbs
Treasurer.- Kate Gaston
Secretary - Ellen Grommet
Education - Gourt ney Young
Recruitment - Amberly Rollins

(hairmen

Coming Soon

International Fine Dining
Also Coming Soon:

Beer Garden and Lounge
For Information or Reservations
(270) 753-5986 or 800-808-0036

1202 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Alumni Relations - Kristen McGill
Awards - Ashley Zenner
Campus lnv. - Jennifer Oliverio
Marilee Morgan
Efficiency -Tiffany Prater
Executive Assistant - Jenny Drake
Fraternity Events -Lauren Jones
Holly Hixon
Fundraising - Jennifer Martin
Leslie Petway
Intercom - Lauren Weider
lntramurals - Kara Cocke
Kristy Tidwell
Music - Rebecca O'Daniel
Parliamentarian - Crystal Hutdiison
Public Relations - Melanie Brewer
Risk Management - Marilee Morgan
Jenny Teasley
Ritual - Kristen McGill

I

RPM - Jenny Drake
Laura Pendleton
Senior Programming - Tiffany Prat er
Sisterhood -Katrina James
Michelle Mat zke
Social - Jessica Sommer
Spe<;lal Events -J acki e W ise
Johannah Dueker
Spirit - Crystal Hutchison
Triangle - Lauren Weider
Volleybash - Sara Utley
Lauren Jones
Play-a-Thon - Katrina James
Run for Robbie - Christina Si mms
Personnallmage - As hley Givens
Christy Straughn
Web Master - Jackie W ise
Historian - Holly Hixon
Calendar - Catherine Austin

Spolfs
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'Breds take two from UALR
includes a road-series at Austin Peay.
"It was important that we didn't have to
use a second pitcher in that second game,"
Thieke said. "We had (senior closer Rick
McCarty) warming up, but Jesse kept
telling me that he wanted to finish the
game, and that's just what he did."
Sophomore right-hander Kyle Perry had
a c;trong pitching pcrlormance Saturday.
pitch111g <;even innings in MSU's 9-1 win
over UALR. Perry struck out four and
aiiO\~ed just live hits and no earned runs.
Junior liN baseman Brett McCutchan
contributed fourofthe team's 13 hits in the
contest as he went 4-for-5 with a double,
one run scored and an RBI. Junior catcher
Charlie Ward added a hit and two runs.
In game one of Sumlny's doubleheader,
Mike Noonan gnve up a fourth-inning
grand slam to UALR 's Tanner A!tares,
which put the Trojans ahead for good.

BY CHRIS JUNG
SPORTS EDITOR

Two MSU riders qualify
for Horseshow Nationals

Noonan lasted only three innings. gave up
fi\c earned runs and suffered his second
lo~s. Junior left-hander Gordon Dugan and
senior left-h:mder Scott Greene combined
to lini'>h the game and gave up live more
n111s in relicL
With the 5-3 victory Sunday. the 'Breds
won the I.IOOth game in MSU history.
"To be honest, 1 don't think those guys
even realitcd it." Thieke said. "But I think
in several years, when they're older.
they'll look back and remember that they
were a part of that day."
Regardless of the milestone, the
mumentum MSU gained with the series
win may have been the high point of the
weekend.
"I think that we're beginning to pick up
some confidence," Voyles said "You can
dclinitcly sec an altitude change in some
of the guys.''

If pitching wins championships, then the
Murray State Thoroughbreds ' ( 16 -21, 7-5
Ohio Valley Conference) weekend series
"'ith Arkansas-Lillie Ruck mal..cs them a
contender for the conference championship.
Sophomore left-hander Jesse Rhoades
threw the 'Breds fir~! complete game of
the season Sunday and eamcd his third
viCiory :ts MSU earned the doubleheader
split and series win with a 5-3 dctt!at of
UAI.R in thl' second game.
"II is so important that your pitcher
gives you some quality inn111gs," !lead
Coach Mike Thiele s;ud "We got some
goml pitching in some good games thi!>
weekend."
Dcspite live wild pitches, Rhoades surrendered only four hils and two earned
runs to go along with ell'vcn -;trikcouts in
Sunday's game. Ami regardless of the
offense providing littl~ support in recent
outings. the 'Breds executed with a balanced attack at the plate with six different
players conne('ting for ba..'e hits,
Sc:nior outfielder Billy i\toorc led MSlJ,
goiug 1-fur-J wJth a douhle. two runs and
an RHL Sennlr shortstop Mike Voyles also
reached base w1th u third-mning infield
single and successfully extended his hit ting streak to 16 games. I lis on-ba~e :-.treak
is now at 18 games.
"Mike is just being a !'enior leader for
us," Thiekc said. ''He doc:.n't play for the
records, and because of his leadership. he
ha.'> done a goo<.! job of focu-.ing on helping
us win uny way that he can.''
Karri Wurlh/TIIC News
With Rhoades going the distance for the
'Bn:ds, Thiekc was ahlc to rest his bullpen Murray State junior centcrfielder Garner Byars makes contact with the ball
in preparation for a tough w~·ck that in MSU's 9-1 victory over UALR Saturday. Byars was J-for-3 In the game.
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While most students will be spending this
weekend cooped up in their rooms studying
for finals, three members of the Murray
State University equestrian team will spend
today, Saturday and Sunday on horseback at
the Intercollegiate Horseshow National
Finals at Casanova University in Syrcasue,
N.Y.
Murray State hunt team coach Brien
Terry said his riders almost qualified the
entire team to travel to New York, but
missed by a few points at the zone competition.
" I f any of the riders had gotten one place
better in their respective divisions, it would
have been an easy second place for the
team, and they all would have been able to
go,'' Terry said.
Junior Anna Juarez will be competing in
novice fences at nationals. Juarez has come
a long way since her first year.
"This was by far my best year," Juarc7
said. " I f I were the coach my freshman year,
I wouldn't have put me on the team."
Spending more hours in the saddle on all
different University horses and then riding
her own horse afterward has been key to
improving Juarez's equitation. Terry said
the fact that Juarez "just won't quit" has
helped her come a long way in her riding.
"This is the first year I've learned how to
ask a horse to perform for me," Juarez said.
"I've learned that it's not just about getting
the horse over the fence: it has a lot more to
do with your equitation. Good equitation
makes for a good horse."
When Juarez refers to "equitation," she: is

talking about hO\\ well a rider looks on a
horse as well as his or her ability to control
the unimal , The unique aspect of !;howing
horses at the intercollegiate level is that
JUdges score the rider's pcrfonnnnc.:e. not
the horse's.
Since equines of varying ahilities ar~ supplied by the team hosting the competition,
riders nrc judged on their equitation rather
than on the horse's form. This keeps riders
\\ ith a good draw from automatically having
an advantage over someone who dmws a
weak mount with a bad jumping style.
Senior Kristy Corts has shown versatility
in her equitation this yeJr by riding 011 bOlh
the hunt, jumping and stock teams. Cons
said the coach converted her at the beginning of the year. Now, slw will l>c compl'ting at nati0nals in intermediate stock seat .
" It's really ironic because I used 10 make
fun of the stock team at home," said Corts,
who has spent thirteen years nd111g hunt
seat. "I tried out as a joke this year, nnd
ever) one laughed. l"hen Don (Delaney,
stock team coach) put me on the tcnm."
Junior Krista Dausman will also be showing ~lock seat at nationals in rhe advanced
division. Like her teammate Corts, Dans man's quiet lower body i~ one of her
strongest traits.
"Krista and Kristy's key to succes<: were
their seals and the fact that they had a lot of
prc.-;enee," Terry said.
For Dausman, the road to nationals may
end up being harder than the competition
it~elf. It started at the zone competition,
when she drew a horse '\lead to the world.''
"He made me work and push for every
step he took." Dausman said . " I k was like
25- or 30-years old."
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BY ERIN RICHARDS
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR
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The Results Are In!
The results of the March 26, 2002 osteoporosis screening have been
compiled and sonte unexpected results have been found. Anyone
who participated in the screening and who is interested in the
results or who has any concerns related to the testing may call
Corky Broughton or Pat Klapper at 762-6802 or e-mail Corky
Broughton at corky.broughton@murraystate.edu or come by Room
108 Carr Health Building for further information.
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Freedom Fest
Spring
City-Wide
Yard Sale

Sat., May 4 • 7 a.m.- 3 p.m.
Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions of items !-iOld arc
availahlc for $1 at the Murray Tourism Commisson oJtice at the
Commerce Center in front of the \Val-Mart Supcrcenter on May 3
from
8:30a.m .- 4:30 p.m. and May 4 from 6 a.m.- noon .
100+ yard sale), all over town!
For more information, call 759-2199 o r
1-800-715-5004
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OSHA students visit Washington, D.C., on annual trip
BY A DAM M ATHIS
STAFF WRITER

Six students from the department
of occupational safety and health visited Washington, D.C., April 17-20.
Students from the American Society of Safety Engineers, American
Industrial Hygiene Association and
Semiconductor Environmental Safety and Healrh Association participat·
ed in the trip, said Travi~ Kruse,

graduate student from Louisville.
The trip is an annual event that students in the department take for
experience in their field, Kruse said.
David Kraemer. department of
occupational health and safety chair,
said the trip gave studentc; a chance
to witne-;s how occupational health
and safety work at a government
level.
"We went there particularly for the
occupational safety and health pur-

pose and to ~ee how that functions at
the federal level," Kraemer said,
While in Washington, student~>
visited the Department of Labor and
met with various federal officials.
Kruse said.
"Not only did we have time to
sight see up in D.C.. but we had a
great opportunity to sell Murray
State to the Department of Labor and
also visit some regulatory agencies
that are related to the occupational

safety and health field." Kruse said.
Students met with Secretary of
Labor Elaine Chao, Director of
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration John Henshaw and
Senator Mitch McConnell, Kruse
said.
"We wt:re able to brag basically on
the fact that there are only two univt:rsities (Murray State und Indiana
University Pennsylvania) in the
entire country that have an accredit-

ed occupational safety and health
department in both their undergraduate und graduate level," Kruse said.
Kraemer suid the visits to government officiah. ~ill promote jobs and
internships for students.
To that end, the trip to Washington
gave them an opportunity to establish connections for future jobs for
students, Kruse said.
,
In the past, occupational safety
and health students have traveled to

different pans of the country and are
attempting to take an international
trip next year, Kruse said.
Said Kruse: "Each year we like to
take a trip, a professional trip that
can give the student'> a more hand.,
on learning experience and what it's
like to work in a facility, what are the
job opportunities in this particular
field. what are some of the topic-; that
are addressed, just a basic tour of the
facility."

People from Chicago to
Boston will celebrate

May 17
Dr. Roger Haney,
Professor of JMC, will be
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STUDENT
DISCOUNT!

BRADLEY
BOOK COMPANY
DISC O UNT COLLE G E T EXTBOOKS
1303 Chestnut Street, Murray • 753-8767
One block east of the Curris Center

ALL NEW
BUYBACK PROGRA~
nets you up to 71%
of your :M:oney Back!
"We 'VVill buy books you bought at the Curris Center,
and don't forget . that "W"e have the ...

Guaranteed Lowest Price on
College Textbooks ...

PERIOD!
Order your textbooksonline at www.bradleybook.com or toll free at 1-888-266-5040
*All buyback prices are subject to inventory qu0ta and condition of text.

